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From the IAUC President
Welcome to the March 2018 edition of the Urban
Climate News.
Earlier this month I had the privilege of attending
the CitiesIPCC conference in Edmonton, Canada.
This first of its kind event brought together a wide
range of disciplines with interests related to climate
change and cities. IAUC members may be interested
in the resources available from their website, which
include some pre-conference position papers that
were intended to help frame the overall conference
discussions, as well as links to video recordings of
some of the plenary sessions. Members may have
also already taken note of the pre-conference commmentaries that have been published in Nature (1
Mar 2018) and Nature Climate Change (March 2018).
A longer conference report is available elsewhere in
this issue – with thanks to Winston Chow.
I think it is a good advance that the importance
of urban areas in all aspects of climate change has
been recognized by the IPCC, with an expectation
that there will be a greater focus on urban areas in
future Assessment Reports (AR), with a Special Repport on Cities and Climate Change expected as part
of AR7. As a co-convenor of a session, I was also
aware that a fairly detailed reporting procedure was
required to provide the conference organizers with
the summary of relevant key knowledge and recoommendations from each session. This will be a key
resource in their goal of building a new, jointly creaated, global research agenda on cities and climate
change. I was also pleased to see the participation
of a number of IAUC members as session conveners,
panelists, poster presenters and speakers. Howeveer, I left the conference with some concerns about
the appreciation of the state of knowledge that exiists within urban climate science as understood by
the broader cities and climate change community.
This I think provides a challenge for IAUC and our
members to continue to advance communication
of their results to broader science, policy maker and
practitioner communities and to engage with the
CitiesIPCC group as its work evolves.
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And on the topic of change and the future, the
Board of the IAUC has now begun its search for a
new President and Secretary, as both my term and
that of Secretary David Sailor will end this year.
Thank you to past-secretary Rohinton Emmanuel
for stepping in to lead this process. I hope that I
will be able to report the results of the search by the
next newsletter (late June 2018) or at least by the
time of ICUC-10. Please note also the call for ICUC11 – expected to be held in 2021 – is now open, as
are nominations for the 2018 Luke Howard Award.
As always, thanks to the UCN editorial team of
David Pearlmutter, Helen Ward, Paul Alexander, Joe
McFadden and Matthias Demuzere for all their hard
work on this issue!
− James Voogt,
IAUC President
javoogt@uwo.ca
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Cities are tackling climate change: Conclusion
News Editor Paul Alexander presents the final installment in a special series
profiling the eleven winners of the C40 Cities Award for addressing climate change in 2016
Category:
Entrants (2016):
Winning City:

Solid Waste
• Auckland, New Zealand
• Kolkata, India
• Milan, Italy
Kolkata
Kolkata solid waste management
improvement project (KSWMIP)
https://www.jica.go.jp/english/

When researching a complex topic (such as urban areas
and their climate) it is often advantageous to adopt a systtems approach: breaking down the topic into a series of inpputs, processes and outputs. Consider how we apply this to
a topic like the surface energy budget: the input is net raddiation, the bio-physical processes between the surface and
overlying atmosphere produces outputs, namely sensible
heating, latent heating and ground heat storage. When we
consider the expanded urban surface energy budget our
community recognises that humans also provide an input
of energy to this system. However, in studying the urban climmate, are we ultimately neglecting the central role humans
really play in this system? Consider the non-radiative inputs
to urban areas; solid materials, water and fuel − these are almmost entirely demand driven. Humans are also central to the
processes with respect to these inputs; we can think of these
processes largely in terms of consumption: consuming fuel
generates waste heat, particulates and moisture, consuming
food produces effluence and waste materials (non-organic
packaging for example). It is convenient to assume these
outputs are simply removed from the urban area and thereffore not included in our systems approach, but is this a safe
assumption? The outputs of the human consumption system
are staggering, and it must be stated in no uncertain terms
that urban solid waste management is an essential componnent of the overall urban system and is critical for ensuring
the protection of the environment and health of citizens.
The Kolkata solid waste management improvement projeect (KSWMIP) was the C40 winner for solid waste in 2016.
Kolkata is truly a
megacity – the urbban area has a popuulation of more than
4.5 million people,
and if you include
the wider region
and suburbs, this is
home to about 14
Raising public awareness of
KSWMIP by distribution of literature million people.
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A dog standing atop the Dhapa landfill, which receives
a large proportion of Kolkata’s domestic waste
Imagine every person throws away 1 disposable coffee
cup every day; now imagine you are tasked with coordinatiing the collection and disposal of 14 million coffee cups and
lids, every day. The population isn’t producing just 1 item of
solid waste per day, but in terms of overall weight, this imaginnation exercise isn’t far off – about 154 tonnes every day. The
urban solid wastes of Indian cities have low calorific value
and high moisture content, as most of the domestic waste
is comprised of non-combustible materials and hence it is
unsuitable for thermal technologies. That leaves really one
option: dump it. Prior to the KSWMIP, waste was piled up to
15 meters (50ft) high at dumping sites, polluting land, water
and air. Illegal waste dumping in the Ganga River had resulteed in the extinction of several hundred aquatic animals and
insects, damaging biodiversity.
There are two broad components of KSWMIP, firstly, educcation: this is about targeted adoption and promotion of the
3R’s (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) by introducing a curriculum in
schools and carrying out public awareness campaigns. This
results in most waste being separated at source. Secondly,
engineering: further waste segregation occurs at purposebuilt transfer stations. This is then transferred to newly enggineered sanitary landfill sites or one of five newly built
compositing plants. Municipalities can earn revenue from
selling the compost produced at these plants. A municipaliity of 10km2 can produce more than 25 tonnes of compost a
day, which is sold for $41 per tonne and can thus generate
around $1000 per day. Recycling and composting rates have
dramatically increased since the launch of KSWMIP. Followiing the public awareness campaign and investment in new
equipment, 60-80% of recyclables, compost and solid waste
are now separated at homes
and offices. The compositing
and landfill sites are not yet
operating at full capacity, so
the real potential of KSWMIP
to handle the outputs of Kolkkata’s consumption remains
to be seen.
A city worker collects refuse.
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Category:
Entrants (2016):
Winning City:

Social Equity & Climate Change
• New York City, USA
• Portland, USA
• Seoul, South Korea
Seoul
Seoul’s Energy Welfare Public Private
Partnership Program
https://seoulsolution.kr/en/conttent/public-private-joint-energywelfare-project
Photovoltaic panels installed on residential roofs

If there is one thing the urban climate community can
contribute in a significant way to wider society, it’s solutions.
While we are already providing greater insights into the challlenges that face urban areas, from excess heat, reduced venttilation, poorer air quality and exposure to pluvial and coastal
flooding, it is paramount we present these challenges along
with workable solutions, paying particular attention to the
most vulnerable members of the urban population.
It has been recognised for many years that climate change
does not impact all people equally; similarly during extreme
events within the urban climate, it is often socially and ecoonomically disadvantaged communities which suffer the
greatest impacts. The C40 award in Social Equity is presented
to cities which develop climate change actions sensitive to
the inequality amongst their populations. The winner of the
award in 2016 was Seoul, which since 2015 has been applying
sensible solutions to address climate change and is focusing
these actions on the most disadvantaged members of the 10
million strong urban population. The Energy Welfare Public
Private Partnership Programme (SPPP) aims to contribute to
the city’s targets on greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reducttion while simultaneously reducing energy consumption and
spending for low-income families. Launched in 2015, SPPP finnanced energy retrofits for 1,295 households and a further
1,050 households in 2016.
In collaboration with business and civic groups, 2,400 convventional lightbulbs in low-income houses, markets and child

Energy efficient lights installed in homes of the most
vulnerable
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care centres, were replaced with LED bulbs. The city governmment installed approximately 1,600 micro-photovoltaic (PV)
panels at public apartments and low-income households in
underdeveloped communities. It also provided for 10,000
sets of winter-use long underwear, 10,000 sets of summer
underwear, and 200 insulation tents as part of its efforts to
reduce climate risks facing the poor. This isn’t just a case of
throwing money at a problem, as the energy savings which
would have been paid out through social benefits are then
reinvested to continue the cycle of retrofitting homes of lowincome families. The savings in 2015, estimated to have been
close to $178,000, are returned to the Seoul Energy Welfare
Civic Fund for expansion of its energy-welfare programmes.
The fund has also been bolstered by a further $500,810 of
monetary and in-kind contributions from 34 businesses and
1,800 citizens across the city. SPPP goes beyond simply retroffitting homes and providing clothing, and has also recruited
a total of 180 energy planners and energy social workers who
were underemployed, and job seekers have been trained
(110 in 2015, 70 in 2016): these individuals are currently condducting inspections of energy usage and the living environmments of approximately 1,300 low-income households and
local children’s welfare centers that are in dire need of energy
welfare. Energy-vulnerable individuals continue to contribute
to SPPP energy welfare projects in other ways too, providing
energy conservation consulting services and various forms of
housing repairs/construction to low-income households (e.g.
windshield, insulation, Cool Roof). Overall, SPPP is seeking to
reduce climate risks threatening low-income families through
implementation of the most effective and efficient energy
welfare policies. Seoul’s efforts are expected to protect the
poorest residents from the effects of climate change and lead
to a fairer and more sustainable society. Installation of solar
PV panels and deployment of LED bulbs at houses will help
reduce the energy spending for low-income families. By enggaging potential beneficiaries of support, Seoul seeks to reap
co-benefits from income growth of the participating low-inccome families and job creation. Furthermore, the city seeks
to improve social equality by reinvesting profits earned from
its energy-welfare projects into additional efforts to support
the energy poor. Energy savings that are reinvested to help
more people and achieve yet more savings – an elegant and
equitable solution.
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WMO report: 2017 is set to be in top three hottest years
WMO report highlights impacts on human safety, wellbeing and environment
November 2017 — It is very likely that 2017 will be one
of the three hottest years on record, with many high-imppact events including catastrophic hurricanes and floods,
debilitating heatwaves and drought. Long-term indicators
of climate change such as increasing carbon dioxide conccentrations, sea level rise and ocean acidification continue
unabated. Arctic sea ice coverage remains below average
and previously stable Antarctic sea ice extent was at or
near a record low.
The World Meteorological Organization’s provisional
Statement on the State of the Climate says the average
global temperature from January to September 2017 was
approximately 1.1°C above the pre-industrial era. As a
result of a powerful El Niño, 2016 is likely to remain the
warmest year on record, with 2017 and 2015 being second
and/or third. 2013-2017 is set to be the warmest five-year
period on record.
The WMO statement – which covers January to Septtember – was released on the opening day of the United
Nations climate change conference in Bonn. It includes infformation submitted by a wide range of UN agencies on
human, socio-economic and environmental impacts as
part of a drive to provide a more comprehensive, UN-wide
policy brief for decision makers on the interplay between
weather, climate and water and the UN global goals.
“The past three years have all been in the top three
years in terms of temperature records. This is part of a long
term warming trend,” said WMO Secretary-General Petteri
Taalas. “We have witnessed extraordinary weather, includiing temperatures topping 50 degrees Celsius in Asia, reccord-breaking hurricanes in rapid succession in the Caribbbean and Atlantic reaching as far as Ireland, devastating
monsoon flooding affecting many millions of people and
a relentless drought in East Africa.
“Many of these events – and detailed scientific studies
will determine exactly how many – bear the tell-tale sign
of climate change caused by increased greenhouse gas
concentrations from human activities,” he said.
Patricia Espinosa, Executive Secretary of UN Climate
Change which is hosting the Bonn conference, said: “These
findings underline the rising risks to people, economies
and the very fabric of life on Earth if we fail to get on track
with the aims and ambitions of the Paris Agreement”.
“There is unprecedented and very welcome momentum
among governments, but also cities, states, territories, reggions, business and civil society. Bonn 2017 needs to be
the launch pad towards the next, higher level of ambition
by all nations and all sectors of society as we look to de-risk
ISSUE NO. 67 MARCH 2018

Source: http://www.un.org
the future and maximize the opportunities from a fresh,
forward-looking and sustainable development path, “she
added.
Extreme events affect the food security of millions of
people, especially the most vulnerable. A review of the
Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) found that, in
developing countries, agriculture (crops, livestock, fisheriies, aquaculture and forestry) accounted for 26% of all the
damage and loss associated with medium to large-scale
storms, floods and drought.
According to the World Health Organisation (WHO),
the global health impacts of heatwaves depend not only
on the overall warming trend, but on how heatwaves are
distributed across where people live. Recent research
shows that the overall risk of heat-related illness or death
has climbed steadily since 1980, with around 30% of the
world’s population now living in climatic conditions that
deliver prolonged extreme heatwaves. Between 2000 and
2016, the number of vulnerable people exposed to heatwwave events has increased by approximately 125 million.
In 2016, 23.5 million people were displaced during
weather-related disasters. Consistent with previous years,
the majority of these internal displacements were associaated with floods or storms and occurred in the Asia-Pacific
region. In Somalia, more than 760 000 internal displacemments have been reported, according to the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees and International Organisattion for Migration (IOM)
The latest International Monetary Fund (IMF) World Econnomic Outlook indicates that adverse consequences are
concentrated in countries with relatively hot climates and
which are home to close to 60% of current global populattion.
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Selected Highlights
Global temperatures in 2017: Global mean temperature
for the period January to September 2017 was 0.47°±0.08°C
warmer than the 1981-2010 average (estimated at 14.31°C).
This represents an approximately 1.1°C increase in temperatture since the pre-industrial period. Parts of southern Europe,
including Italy, North Africa, parts of east and southern Afrrica and the Asian part of the Russian Federation were record
warm and China was the equal warmest. The northwestern
USA and western Canada were cooler than the 1981-2010
average.
Temperatures in 2016 and, to an extent, 2015, were boosteed by an exceptionally strong El Niño. 2017 is set to be the
warmest year on record without an El Niño influence. The
five-year average 2013-2017 is provisionally 0.40°C warmeer than the 1981-2010 average and approximately 1.03°C
above the pre-industrial period and is likely to be the hottest
on record.
The WMO statement is based on five independently mainttained global temperature data sets. WMO now uses 19812010 instead of the previous 1961-1990 baseline as it is more
representative of current climatic conditions and allows for
more consistent reporting of information from satellite and
reanalysis systems (some of which do not extend back to
1960) alongside more traditional data sets based on surfaceobservations. The change in the baselines has no influence
on trend analysis.
Precipitation: Southern South America (particularly in Arggentina), western China, and parts of southeast Asia were
wetter than average. January to September was the wettest
on record for the contiguous United States. Rainfall was geneerally close to average in Brazil, and near to above average
in northwest South America and Central America, easing
droughts associated with the 2015-16 El Niño. The 2017 rainy
season saw above-average rainfall over many parts of the Sahhel, with flooding in some regions (especially in Niger).
All-India rainfall for the 2017 monsoon season (June to
September) was 5% below average. However, above-averaage rainfall in the northeast, and adjacent countries led to
significant flooding.
The Canadian Prairies, the Mediterranean region, Somalia,
Mongolia, Gabon and southwestern South Africa all received
lower rainfall than average. Italy had its driest January to Septtember on record.
Ice and snow: Arctic sea-ice extent was well below averaage throughout 2017 and was at record-low levels for the
first four months of the year, according to the National Snow
and Ice Data Center and the Copernicus Climate Change Servvice. The Arctic annual maximum extent in early March was
among the five lowest in the 1979-2017 satellite record, and
according to the NSIDC’s data was record low. The five loweest maximum extents have occurred since 2006.
A strong and persistent low pressure system over the
central Arctic helped to inhibit ice loss during the summer
months. The Arctic sea ice extent minimum in mid-Septembber was 25-31% below the 1981-2010 average, and among
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the eight smallest minimum extents on record. The ten smalleest minimum extents have all occurred since 2007.
Antarctic sea ice extent was also well below average. The
annual minimum extent in early March was record low, and
the annual maximum extent in mid-October was at or near
record low levels. Sea ice conditions in the Antarctic have
been highly variable over the past several years with the reccord large sea ice extents occurring as recently as 2015.
Northern Hemisphere snow cover extent was 10.54 milllion square km, near the median value in the 1967-2017 sateellite record.
The Greenland ice sheet saw an increase of more than 40
billion tons of ice due to above-average snowfall and a short
melt season. Despite the gain in overall ice mass this year, it
is only a small departure from the declining trend, with the
Greenland ice sheet having lost approximately 3,600 billion
tons of ice mass since 2002.
Sea level: The global mean sea level (GMSL) is one of the
best climate change indicators. Global mean sea level has
been relatively stable in 2017 to date, similar to levels first
reached in late 2015. This is because the temporary influence
of the 2015-16 El Niño (during which GMSL peaked in early
2016 at around 10 millimeters above the 2004-2015 trend)
continues to unwind and GMSL is reverting to values closer
to the long-term trend. Preliminary data indicate that a rise
in GMSL may have started to resume from July-August 2017
onwards.
Ocean Heat: Global sea surface temperatures are on track
to be among the three highest on record. Global ocean heat
content in 2017 to date has been at or near record high leveels. Elevated tropical sea surface temperatures which conttribute to coral bleaching were not as widespread as during
the 2015-16 El Niño. But some significant coral bleaching did
still occur, including Australia’s Great Barrier Reef. UNESCO
reported in June that all but three of the 29 coral reefs with
World Heritage listing had experienced temperatures consisttent with bleaching at some point in the 2014-2017 period.
Ocean Acidification: According to the Intergovernmental
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Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO the ocean absorbs
up to 30% of the annual emissions of anthropogenic CO2 in
the atmosphere, helping to alleviate the impacts of climate
change on the planet. However, this comes at a steep ecollogical cost, as the absorbed CO2 changes acidity levels in the
ocean. Since records at Aloha station (north of Hawaii) began
in the late 1980s, seawater pH has progressively fallen, from
values above 8.10 in the early 1980s to between 8.04 and
8.09 in the last five years.
Ocean acidification is directly influencing the health of
coral reefs and the survival and calcification of several key orgganisms. These have cascading effects within the food web
and impact aquaculture and coastal economies.
Greenhouse gases: The rate of increase in CO2 from 2015
to 2016 was the highest on record, 3.3 parts per million/year,
reaching 403.3 parts per million. Global average figures for
2017 will not be available until late 2018. Real-time data from
a number of specific locations indicate that levels of CO2,
methane and nitrous oxide continued to increase in 2017.
Tropical cyclones: The North Atlantic had a very active seasson. The Accumulated Cyclone Energy (ACE) index, a meassure of the aggregate intensity and duration of cyclones, had
its highest monthly value on record in September.
Three major and high-impact hurricanes occurred in the
North Atlantic in rapid succession, with Harvey in August folllowed by Irma and Maria in September. Harvey made landfall
in Texas as a category 4 system and remained near the coast
for several days, producing extreme rainfall and flooding.
Provisional seven-day rainfall totals reached as high as 1539
mm at a gauge near Nederland, Texas, the largest ever reccorded for a single event in the mainland United States.
It was the first time two Category 4 hurricanes (Harvey and
Irma) made landfall in the same year in the USA. Irma had
winds of 300 km/h for 37 hours – the longest on the satellite
record at that intensity and spent three consecutive days as
a Category 5 hurricane, also the longest on record. Like Irma,
Maria also reached category 5 intensity and caused major desstruction on a number of Caribbean islands. In mid-October,
Ophelia reached major hurricane (Category 3) status more
than 1 000 kilometers further northeast than any previous
North Atlantic hurricane. It caused substantial damage in Irelland, whilst winds associated with its circulation contributed
to severe wildfires in Portugal and northwest Spain.
The WMO Expert Team on Climate Impacts on Tropical
Cyclones found that, whilst there is no clear evidence that
climate change is making the occurrence of slow-moving,
land-falling hurricanes such as Harvey more or less frequent,
it is likely that human-induced climate change makes rainfall
rates more intense, and that ongoing sea-level rise exacerbbates storm surge impacts.
Flooding: Exceptionally heavy rain triggered a landslide
in Freetown, Sierra Leone in August, killing more than 500
people. Freetown received 1459.2 mm of rain in two weeks,
about four times higher than average. Heavy rainfall contribuuted to a landslide in Mocoa, southern Colombia, in April,
with at least 273 deaths reported.
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Many parts of the Indian subcontinent were affected by
monsoonal flooding, despite overall seasonal rainfall being
near average. The most serious flooding occurred in midAugust in eastern Nepal, northern Bangladesh and nearby
northern India. Mawsynram (India) received more than 1 400
mm from 9 to 12 August. Rangpur (Bangladesh) received a
month’s worth of rain (360 mm) on 11-12 August. More than
1 200 deaths were reported in India, Bangladesh and Nepal,
whilst more than 40 million people were displaced or otherwwise affected. The World Health Organization indicated that
in Bangladesh alone, more than 13 000 cases of waterborne
diseases and respiratory infections were reported during
three weeks in August, whilst extensive damage was reporteed to public health facilities in Nepal.
Flooding affected many parts of Peru in March, killing 75
people and making 70,000 homeless. The Food and Agricultture Organization reported that there were significant crop
production losses, particularly maize. Flooding of this type
typically affects Peru during the late phase of El Niño events.
Whilst there was no Pacific-wide El Niño during 2017, sea surfface temperatures near the Peruvian coast in March were 2°C
or more above average and similar to El Niño values.
Major flooding occurred mid-year in parts of southern
China, especially within the Yangtze River basin. Peak totals
from 29 June to 2 July topped 250 mm. Fifty-six deaths were
reported and economic losses were estimated at more than
US$ 5 billion.
Heavy rain affected the western United States in January
and February causing substantial flooding, numerous landsslides and the evacuation of tens of thousands of people. It
was the wettest winter on record for Nevada, and the secoond-wettest for California.
Drought: Parts of east Africa continued to be seriously afffected by drought. Following well-below-average rainfall in
2016, the 2017 “long rains” season (March to May) was also
dry in many parts of Somalia, the northern half of Kenya, and
southeastern Ethiopia.
FAO reported that in Somalia, as of June 2017, more than
half of the cropland was affected by drought, with herds red-
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duced by 40-60% since December 2016. WFP estimates that
the number of people on the brink of famine in Somalia has
doubled to 800,000 since February 2017, with half the counttry needing assistance. WFP has confirmed that more than
11 million people are experiencing severe food insecurity in
Somalia, Ethiopia and Kenya.
From November 2016 to mid-June 2017, more than
760,000 drought-related internal displacements in Somalia
were recorded by the Protection and Return Monitoring Netwwork (PRMN), a United Nations High Commissioner for Refuggees (UNHCR) led project.
Kenya declared the 2017 drought a national disaster. Nairrobi faced water shortages that compelled city authorities to
ration water, whilst cereal prices rose and GDP figures were
hit.
An above-average wet summer season eased drought
conditions in southern Africa. But localized drought intensiffied in the Cape Province.
Heavy winter rains in early 2017 eased long-term drought
conditions in California, but resulted in some flooding, and
contributed to vegetation growth which may have influeenced the severity of wildfires later in the year.
Many parts of the Mediterranean experienced dry condittions. The most severe drought was in Italy, hitting agriculttural production and causing a 62% drop in olive oil prodduction compared to 2016. Rainfall averaged over Italy for
January-August 2017 was 36% below average. It was also
Italy’s hottest January-August on record, with temperatures
1.31°C above the 1981-2010 average. Other dry areas includeed many parts of Spain and Portugal.
The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea was affected
by below-average rains, impacting key staple crops such as
paddy and maize. In the Republic of Korea, rainfall from Januaary to June was 51% below average, the lowest since national
records began in 1973.
Major heatwaves: An extreme heatwave affected parts of
South America in January. In Chile, numerous locations had
their highest temperature on record, including Santiago
(37.4°C). In Argentina, the temperature reached 43.5°C on 27
January at Puerto Madryn, the highest ever recorded so far
south (43°S) anywhere in the world.
Much of eastern Australia experienced extreme heat in
January and February, peaking on 11-12 February when tempperatures reached 47°C.
Exceptional heat affected parts of southwest Asia in late
May. On 28 May, temperatures reached 54.0°C in Turbat, in
the far west of Pakistan near the Iranian border, and also excceeded 50°C in Iran and Oman. A temperature of 53.7°C was
recorded at Ahwaz, Iran on 29 June, and Bahrain experienced
its hottest August on record.
The Chinese city of Shanghai and the Hong Kong Observvatory reported new records of 40.9°C and 36.6 °C during
summer.
In the Mediterranean, Cordoba in southern Spain experrienced 46.9°C on 12 July and Granada 45.7°C on 13 July.
An extensive heatwave in early August led to temperature
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records in northern and central Italy, Croatia and southern
France.
California had its hottest summer on record and extreme
heat affected other western states. This culminated in a majjor heatwave at the end of August and early September,
which included a record high temperature (41.1°C) at San
Francisco.
Wildfires: Extreme heat and drought contributed to many
destructive wildfires.
Chile had the most significant forest fires in its history
during the 2016-2017 summer, after exceptionally dry condditions during 2016 followed by extreme heat in December
and January.
11 deaths were reported, and a total of 614 000 hectares
of forest were burnt, easily the highest seasonal total on
record and eight times the long-term average. There were
also significant fires during the 2016-2017 Southern Hemissphere summer in various parts of eastern Australia and in
the Christchurch region of New Zealand, whilst the southern
South African town of Knysna was badly affected by fire in
June.
It was a very active fire season in the Mediterranean. The
worst single incident occurred in central Portugal in June,
with 64 deaths. There were further major fire outbreaks in
Portugal and northwestern Spain in mid-October, exacerbbated by strong winds associated with Hurricane Ophelia.
Other significant fires affected countries including Croatia,
Italy and France.
The area burned in the contiguous United States from
January to 19 October was 46% above the 2007-2016 averaage. The area burned in the western provinces of Canada
was about eight times the 2006-2015 seasonal average and
contributed to heavy smoke pollution. A wet winter, which
allowed the heavy growth of ground vegetation, followed by
a dry and hot summer, provided ideal conditions for highintensity fires in northern California in early October. At least
41 deaths were reported, the worst loss of life in a wildfire in
the United States since 1918.
Other noteworthy events: Severe cold and snow affected
parts of Argentina in July. After heavy snow had fallen the
previous day, the temperature reached −25.4°C in Bariloche
on 16 July, 4.3°C below the previous lowest temperature on
record there. Other regions where record low temperatures
occurred in 2017 included some locations in inland southeeastern Australia in early July, where Canberra had its lowest
temperature (−8.7°C) since 1971, and the Gulf region in the
Middle East in early February.
The United States had its most active tornado season
since 2011, with a preliminary total of 1,321 tornadoes in the
January to August period, including the second-most active
January on record.
The World Meteorological Organization is the United Nattions System’s authoritative voice on Weather, Climate and
Water. Website: public.wmo.int
Source: http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/
blog/2017/11/wmo-statement-on-state-of-climate-in-2017/
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Cities emit 60% more carbon than previously thought
A new analysis finds that city planners have been undercounting greenhouse gas emissions from a key contributor
March 2018 — The carbon footprint of some of the
world’s biggest cities is 60 percent larger than previously
estimated when all the products and services a city conssumes are included, according to a new analysis.
The report was released Tuesday at the IPCC Cities and
Climate Change Science Conference in Edmonton, Canada,
and estimated the carbon emissions for the food, clothing,
electronics, air travel, construction materials, and so on
consumed by residents but produced outside city limits.
The world’s cities emit 70 percent of the world’s carbbon dioxide − and that’s likely higher when consumption
emissions are included, says report author Michael Doust,
program director at C40 Cities, a network of the world’s
cities committed to addressing climate change.
“We’re missing the other side of the coin if we only
measure emissions involved in the production of food,
energy, or other products and services,” Doust said in an
interview in Edmonton. “Knowing what the consumpttion emissions are and where allows cities and residents
to make better decisions on how to reduce their carbon
emissions.”
Wealthy “consumer cities” such as London, Paris, New
York, Toronto, or Sydney that no longer have large industtrial sectors have significantly reduced their local emisssions. However, when the emissions associated with their
consumption of goods and services are included, these
cities’ emissions have grown substantially and are among
the highest in the world on a per person basis, the report
says. Meanwhile, “producer” cities in India, Pakistan, or
Bangladesh generate lots of industrial pollution and carbbon emissions in the manufacture of products that will
be sold and consumed in Europe and North America.
The report, Consumption-based GHG emissions of
C40 cities, examined the greenhouse gas emissions asssociated with goods and services consumed by residents
of 79 cites in the C40 network, including food, clothing,
electronic equipment, air travel, delivery trucks, and consstruction industries.
“We’re still going in the wrong direction on climate
change,” said Mark Watts, executive director of C40 Citiies. Global carbon emissions have increased 60 percent
since the international 1997 Kyoto agreement to reduce
emissions. “Using more renewable energy and mass transsit won’t be enough to reverse this,” said Watts. “We have
to reduce our consumption.”
“This new research will help city policy makers to bettter understand the true impact of their city on global climmate change, and so play an ever bigger leadership role
in delivering climate action,” he added. (Read: Has the
U.S. really reached an energy tipping point?)
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The greenery atop Chicago City Hall’s roof lowers its
summer temperature. Source: nationalgeographic.com
Outsourcing pollution?
“What we buy must be part of our efforts to reduce
our emissions. We can’t just outsource them to other reggions,” said Don Iveson, the mayor of Edmonton. Iveson
said consumption-based accounting is key to knowing
what a city’s true carbon footprint is. “Smarter purchasiing, buying local, and reducing waste are part of what
can be done to reduce consumption emissions.”
Matt Gray, the chief of sustainability at the city of
Cleveland, Ohio, says he welcomes this new approach. By
the old method of accounting, manufacturing cities like
Cleveland often rank poorly in current measures of susttainability, he notes. Yet cities with service-based econommies that consume the things Cleveland makes rank bettter. Resource consumption was not a factor in last year’s
U.S. Cities Sustainable Development Goals Index, which
put Cleveland at the bottom. Yet the fact that Cleveland
is widely considered a national leader in local food prodduction wasn’t a factor in the index, Gray said.
In working on this new accounting of consumption
emissions, the city of Paris is targeting its tourist promottions to countries where travelers can visit by train, in an
effort to reduce emissions from air travel. It’s also encouraaging residents to change their diets from carbon-emisssion-heavy meats to vegetarian fare. Stockholm has asked
all of its developers to estimate their embodied emissions
in construction materials. Simply looking at the data has
already led to decisions to use materials with lower emisssions, said Doust. And it is helped in city decisions about
retrofitting old buildings or building new ones.
What this report shows is cities have an even bigger oppportunity to reduce global emissions if they address conssumption, he said. — Stephen Leahy, National Geographic
Source: https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2018/03/
city-consumption-greenhouse-gases-carbon-c40-spd/
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In the News
The cities leading the transition to renewables

More than 100 cities worldwide get at least 70 percent of their electricity from renewable sources, according to a
new initiative. How did they manage and what can we learn from them?
March 2018 — Cities are responsible for 70 percent of
manmade CO2 emissions, according to the International
Renewable Energy Agency. Cars, heating, cooling and
lighting systems work round the clock, consuming eneergy and pumping out emissions.
But more and more cities are aiming to source a
growing share of that energy from renewables, to beccome more sustainable and, ultimately, combat climate
change.
Around the world, 570 cities have reported their
achievements to non-profit group CDP. CDP says over
100 of them get least 70 percent of their electricity from
renewable sources, and more than 40 already have a 100percent renewable power supply.
That might sound impressive. But, electricity isn’t eveerything — cities also consume huge amounts of energy
from heating and transport, for example.
Moreover, “renewable” doesn’t always mean environmmentally sound. Most of the 40 high achievers get their
electricity from hydropower plants, which are controvversial due to the environmental impacts of dams, and
fears that hydropower generation is being hit by climate
change.
Renewable cities, key for climate
Half the world’s human population lives in cities, and
at least 90 percent of people in urban areas live with air
quality that falls short of World Health Organization standdards.
There’s clearly much to be done to reduce urban toll
on human and planetary health. But CDP says the data
cities have submitted show they’re making a start.
“Cities have high ambitions and are taking big steps,”
Kyra Appleby, director of cities at CDP, told DW.
More than 80 cities and towns in the United Kingdom
have pledged to go 100-percent renewable by 2050 as
part of UK100, a local government leaders’ network.
Reykjavik already gets its electricity and heat from
geothermal and hydropower; Basel, Switzerland, gets all
its electricity from a 100-renewable city-owned supplier.
Many other European cities are moving towards rennewables, not only for electricity but also for heating and
transport, Eric Woods, research director with Navigant
Research, a green energy tech consultancy, told DW.
Falling green power prices are helping drive this transsition. In 2017, unsubsidized renewables were the cheapeest source of electricity in 30 countries, and renewable
energy is predicted to become far cheaper than energy
from fossil fuels by 2020.
ISSUE NO. 67 MARCH 2018

Source: http://www.dw.com/en/the-cities-leading-thetransition-to-renewables/a-42850621
A US awakening
Despite US President Donald Trump’s resistance to
the energy transition — or perhaps, in part, because of
it — US cities are redoubling their efforts, too.
Across the country, 58 cities have committed to going
100-percent renewable. Of these, 46, including big cities
like Atlanta and San Diego, only pledged after Trump’s
election.
The Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Eneergy has also been a major push for local urban energgy transitions, seeing more than 7,000 cities and local
governments around the world agree to act on climate
change.
Three US cities, including Seattle, get at least 70 perccent of their electricity from renewable sources — altthough again, hydropower is the main one.
Burlington, Vermont, gets all its electricity from a
mix of biomass, hydro, solar and wind power, CDP data
shows, and according to the Sierra Club, it’s not alone.
Aspen (Colorado), Greensburg (Kansas), Rock Port (Misssouri) and Kodiak Island (Alaska) may be small, but they
too have completely given up fossil-fueled electricity.
Lessons to learn
The road to renewables needs adequate governance.
Some cities — for example those that own their own
municipal utilities, like Basel and Copenhagen — have
more power over where they get their energy from.
“Cities need more control over their energy producttion and stronger support for local generation,” Woods
said. Local authorities are often more active than nattional ones, but they are also limited by national energy
policy.
Different cities have different resources available to
them. In Geneva, the city’s lake is used to cool and heat
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around 400 buildings, including the United Nations’
headquarters, Alix Bolle, EU affairs manager with Energy
Cities told DW.
But while not every 100-percent renewable city will
look the same, their localized transitions are a chance to
try out different solutions, and learn from each other’s
experience.
Initiatives like the UK100 and Renewables Networking
Platform , promoted by the European Forum for Renewaable Energy Sources, encourage such exchange.
“Cities are very much willing to learn from each other
and replicate solutions or ways of overcoming risks,”
Bolle said. It’s also important that the energy transition
is an inclusive process, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change recently stressed, bringing the public
and local industry into decision-making to ensure everyoone does their bit.
Carina Borgström-Hansson, responsible for WWF’s
One Planet City Challenge, told DW that involving the
local private sector means the energy transition can
stimulate entrepreneurship and job creation. She points
to Vancouver, Canada, which she says included local
businesses in a strategy that has seen the city achieve a

Copenhagen, Denmark

Source: http://www.dw.com/en/the-cities-leading-thetransition-to-renewables/a-42850621
98-percent renewable electricity supply.
Reshaping the energy system obviously involves serioous investment in infrastructure. But there are also simpple things we can all do to decarbonize our cities.
Electrification of the transport system is very importtant, Borgström-Hansson said, but we can all make an
effort to take more journeys by bike or foot.
Source: http://www.dw.com/en/the-cities-leadingthe-transition-to-renewables/a-42850621

Curitiba, Brazil

Reykjavik, Iceland

The “World’s Greenest Cities”
(for more details see:
http://www.dw.com)

San Francisco, United States

Vancouver, Canada
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Frankfurt, Germany

Kigali, Rwanda

Ljubljana, Slovenia
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Turning cities into sponges:
How Chinese ancient wisdom is taking on climate change
Landscape architect is making ‘friends with water’ to mitigate extreme weather events in modern metropolises
March 2018 — How does a city cope with extreme
weather? These days, urban planning that doesn’t factor
in some sort of catastrophic weather event is like trying
to build something in a fictional utopia. For Kongjian Yu,
one of the world’s leading landscape architects, the ansswer to coping with extreme weather events actually lies
in the past.
Yu is the founder and dean of the school of landscape
architecture at Peking University, founding director of
architectural firm Turenscape, and famous for being the
man who reintroduced ancient Chinese water systems
to modern design. In the process he has transformed
some of China’s most industrialised cities into standard
bearers of green architecture.
Yu’s designs aim to build resilience in cities faced with
rising sea levels, droughts, floods and so-called “once in
a lifetime” storms. At 53, he is best known for his “sponge
cities”, which use soft material and terraces to capture
water which can then be extracted for use, rather than
the usual concrete and steel materials which do not abssorb water.
European methods of designing cities involve drainaage pipelines which cannot cope with monsoonal rain.
But the Chinese government has now adopted sponge
cities as an urban planning and eco-city template.
Yu spoke in Melbourne on Tuesday at a symposium on
water-conscious design held as part of Melbourne Dessign Week at the National Gallery of Victoria. Speaking
to Guardian Australia ahead of his appearance, Yu, who
is based in Beijing, explained the key benefit of sponge
cities is the ability to reuse water. “The water captured
by the sponge can be used for irrigation, for recharging
the aquifer, for cleansing the soil and for productive use,”
Yu said.
“In China, we retain storm water and reuse it. Even as
individual families and houses, we collect storm water
on [the] rooftop and use the balcony to irrigate the vegettable garden.” When it comes to water, the mottos of the
sponge city are: “Retain, adapt, slow down and reuse.”
His firm now has 600 employees and works across 200
cities in China. The firm has completed more than 600
projects and won a swag of major architecture and dessign awards. The strategies Yu uses are “based on peasaant farming techniques, adapting peasant irrigation systtems to urban environments and experience in adapting
buildings to a monsoon climate”.
The first strategy – “based on thousands of years of
Chinese wisdom” – is to “contain water at the origin,
ISSUE NO. 67 MARCH 2018

Sponge cities ‘contain water at the origin, when the rain falls
from the sky on the ground’. Source: www.theguardian.com

when the rain falls from the sky on the ground. We have
to keep the water”.
“In China, there is a shortage of fresh water,” Yu says.
“China has only 8% of the fresh water of the world and
feeds 20% of the population – so any fresh water from
the sky will need to be kept in an aquifer.”
Yu, who grew up on a farm and later studied archittecture at Harvard, understands the need to be water
conscious. “The ability to regulate water year-round in
the dry season is a very critical strategy for the people
to survive.
“One thing I learned is to slow down the process of
drainage. All the modern industrial techniques and enggineering solutions drain water away after the flood
as fast of possible. So, modern tech is to speed up the
drainage but ancient wisdom, which has adapted in the
monsoonal season, was to slow down the drainage so
the water will not be destructive anymore. By slowing
the water it can nurture the habitat and biodiversity.”
For Australia, and places where water is scarce: “When
it’s dry, keep the water on the ground in an aquifer, so
it will not evaporate too much.” Adaptation to drought
conditions is also important: using as little water as posssible, and recycling what there is.
As Yu says, it’s important to “make friends with water”.
“We don’t use concrete or hard engineering, we use terrraces, learned from ancient peasantry wisdom. We irriggate. Then the city will be floodable and will survive duriing the flood. We can remove concrete and make a water
protection system a living system.” Source: https://www.
theguardian.com/artanddesign/2018/mar/21/turningcities-into-sponges-how-chinese-ancient-wisdom-istaking-on-climate-change
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German court rules cities can ban diesel cars to combat air pollution
February 2018 — Diesel cars could be banned from
German cities within weeks to cut air pollution following
a landmark court ruling on Tuesday.
In a decision that is thought could inspire similar
moves across Europe, Germany’s highest administrative
court ruled that individual municipalities can ban older
diesel cars from their streets in order to bring pollution
levels down.
The ruling sent shares in German carmakers tumbling
and caused widespread concern among diesel car owneers that their vehicles could lose almost all their second
hand value if they are banned from city streets.
Hamburg, Germany’s second-largest city, said it would
impose a ban on some of its most polluted streets “withiin a few weeks”, and other major cities including Düsselddorf and Stuttgart, the home of Mercedes and Porsche,
are expected to follow.
Angela Merkel sought to calm public concerns over
the ruling. “It’s about individual cities where more needs
to be done,” she said. “It’s not really about the whole
country or all the car owners in Germany.”
Any diesel bans will be watched closely across Europe
and could be copied by other countries as they seek to
find ways to lower pollution levels.
The UK and Germany are among several countries faciing the threat of legal action from the European Commmission unless they do more to solve the problem.
Tuesday’s court ruling was a victory for German Envirronmental Aid (DUH), an NGO which sued Stuttgart and
Düsseldorf, two of Germany’s most polluted cities, in ordder to force them to implement bans.
“This is a great day for clean air in Germany,” Jürgen
Resch, the head of the NGO said. “What we’re seeing

here is a debacle for the government, which sided with
the car industry.”
Greenpeace also welcomed the decision. “Every city
can now defend its citizens’ right to clean air,” a spokesmman said.
But it was greeted with dismay by business groups.
“We continue to strongly oppose bans and call on loccal communities and cities to do everything they can to
avoid them,” The Central Association of German Crafts
(ZDH) said in a statement.
“In a commuter country, we also have to think of
those who have a small budget, cannot afford the lateest car model and cannot get to work by bicycle,” Julia
Klöckner, named as agriculture minister by Mrs Merkel a
few days ago, said.
Under the ruling, cities where air pollution exceeds
the official limits will be able to issue their own bans on
older diesel cars without authority from the central goveernment.
Certain businesses which rely on diesel vehicles will
be granted an exemption. But the court ruled that diesel
owners whose vehicles were banned were not entitled
to compensation.
At the moment there is no clear definition of which
diesel models will be affected, and there were calls on
Tuesday for Mrs Merkel’s government to introduce a new
national “blue badge” to indicate which cars are clean.
There have also been calls for carmakers to be forced
to pay the cost of upgrading older vehicles to modern
emissions standards.
Shares in Volkswagen fell 2.3 per cent in the immediate
aftermath of the ruling. BMW fell 1 per cent and Daimler,
the company that makes Mercedes, fell 0.6 per cent.
While some municipalities
welcomed the decision, others
were not so happy. The case only
reached the courts because the
regional governments in Stuttggart and Düsseldorf opposed a
ban.
In Hamburg, however, officials
were in a hurry to implement a
ban. “Diesel restrictions in Hambburg will probably be the first
nationwide,” Jens Kerstan, the
head of the city’s environment
department said. “We can order
the signs today and have them
in place within a few weeks.”
− Justin Huggler

Source: https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/02/27/german-court-rules-cities-can-ban-diesel-cars-combat-air-pollution/
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Urban Aerodynamic Roughness and Wind-Speed Estimation
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1

Introduction
An accurate model to estimate the vertical profile of
wind speed with just a few readily available parameters
is appealing to meteorologists and engineers for appliccations including numerical weather prediction, urban
heat island effects, pollutant dispersal, ventilation, consstruction and wind energy generation. The aerodynamic
roughness parameters, zero-plane displacement (zd) and
roughness length (z0), are critical attributes to the windspeed profile. Conceptually, zd is the vertical displacemment of the wind-speed profile due to surface roughness
elements, whilst z0 is the height at which wind speed beccomes zero in the logarithmic wind-speed profile in the
absence of z0.
Urban environments are amongst the aerodynamicallly roughest surfaces encountered (Grimmond et al. 1998,
Grimmond and Oke 1999, Wieringa et al. 2001), charactterized by heterogeneous surface cover and roughness
elements (e.g. type, height, shape, orientation). The
consequential numerous sources and sinks of heat and
momentum make it challenging to assign appropriate
values for roughness parameters (z0 and zd), which has
implications for associated wind-speed estimates. Here,
results from five studies contributing to the understandiing of urban roughness parameter and wind-speed estimmation are summarized. With rapid growth of cities and
their consequential changing form, results inform currrent processes and vulnerabilities, as well as the implicattions of future change.
ISSUE NO. 67 MARCH 2018

Comparison of existing methods1
Three categories of methods exist to determine zd and
z0: reference-based, anemometric and morphometric.
Reference-based approaches require comparison to prevviously published pictures or look-up tables (Grimmond
and Oke 1999, Stewart and Oke 2012), anemometric
methods use in-situ observations (Grimmond et al. 1998)
and morphometric methods are based upon roughnesselement form (Grimmond and Oke 1999). The morphommetric methods can be divided into two types based
upon the attributes of roughness elements considered:
(i) ‘REav’ type assume all roughness elements are the
same height (represented by their average height) and
(ii) ‘REvar’ type directly incorporate roughness-element
height variability (e.g. through the maximum and/or
standard deviation of roughness-element heights) (Kent
et al. 2017a). A range of methods also exist to estimate
the wind-speed profile.
At three London (UK) sites (Fig. 1a), a selection of
methods are used to estimate roughness parameters
and the wind-speed profile, which are summarized in
Table 1 (see Kent et al. 2017a and 2018 for method selecttion). The morphometric methods are applied using an
iterative procedure with a source area footprint model
to indicate the probable upwind surface area contributiing to turbulent fluxes.
This section summarises Kent et al. (2017a) and Kent et
al. (2018).
1
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Table 1. Methods applied to estimate: (a) roughness parameters and (b) wind-speed profile.
(a) Methods to determine roughness parameters
Reference

Abbreviation

Raupach (1994)

Rau

Bottema & Mestayer (1998)

Bot

Macdonald et al. (1998)

Mac

Grimmond & Oke (1999)

RT

Millward-Hopkins et al.
(2011, 2013)

Mho

Kanda et al. (2013)

Kan

Grimmond et al. (1998)

EC

Rotach (1994)

TVM

Toda and Sugita (2003)

WVM

Method type

Background to method
Data from wind tunnel and rough vegetated surfaces

Morphometric
(REav type)

Simplification of Bottema (1995) for urban application
Fundamental principles informed by wind-tunnel data
Rule of thumb from synthesis of experimental/field data

Morphometric
(REvar type)

Simplification of Millward-Hopkins et al. (2011) using
elevation data from Leeds, UK
Numerical experiment of site in Tokyo, Japan

Anemometric
(z0)

Rearrangement of logarithmic wind law

Anemometric
(zd)

Surface layer similarity relations of non-dimensional
temperature (TVM) and vertical velocity (WVM) variance

(b) Methods to estimate wind-speed profile
Reference

Background to method

Blackadar and Tennekes (1968)

Logarithmic wind law from asymptotic similarity theory

Sedefian (1980)

Power law considering zd and z0 in exponent

Deaves and Harris (1978)

Adapted asymptotic similarity theory using modulus of wind speed

Gryning et al. (2007)

Mixing length theory

Considerable inter-method variability exists in the
roughness parameters, with ranges for zd between 5 and
45 m and z0 between 0.1 and 5 m (e.g. Fig. 1b and c). The
zd values determined by the morphometric methods that
directly consider roughness-element height variability
(REvar type) are consistently larger than the local average
building height, Hav ~20 m, and up to twice the magnitude
of the REav morphometric methods. There is agreement
between the anemometric methods and REvar morphommetric methods that zd is larger than Hav. This conclussion is consistent with results from recent numerical and
physical experiments (e.g. Jiang et al. 2008, Hagishima et
al. 2009, Zaki et al. 2011) indicating the taller roughness
elements in a heterogeneous mix exert a disproportionaate amount of drag on the flow (Xie et al. 2008, Mohammmad et al. 2015) acting to increase zd.
Wind speeds are estimated up to 200 m above the
canopy (~10Hav) during strong winds (defined as the uppISSUE NO. 67 MARCH 2018

per quartile of wind speeds), with roughness parameters
from different methods assessed. For the most homoggeneous upwind surface (Fig. 1a), initial estimates with
the logarithmic wind law reveal wind speeds observed
with Doppler lidar are underestimated using roughness
parameters from morphometric methods which do not
directly consider height variability (REav type), whilst esttimates are most accurate with the REvar method parameeters (Fig. 2). Considering directions with greater surface
heterogeneity, wind-speeds are consistently most accurrate using the REvar type roughness parameters, however
the Deaves and Harris (1978) and Gryning et al. (2007)
wind-speed profile methods are most appropriate. The
choice of method to determine roughness parameters
also has implications for source area modelling, with
source areas varying by a factor of up to three dependiing upon whether REav or REvar method parameters are
used (e.g. Kent et al. 2017a, their Fig. 8).
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Figure 1. (a) Building height in 4 km x 4 km surrounding Londdon measurement sites (black point), dashed lines indicate dirrections between 000o – 045o (directions for wind-speed compparison results in Fig. 2) (map units: metres). Comparison of
anemometric (lines and shading) and morphometric (points)
methods to determine (b) zd and (c) z0 (note ln y axis) surroundiing one of the three study sites. Using observations in 2014:
anemometric methods for 10o sectors with the median (lines)
and ranges (shading); morphometric methods for individual
source areas. Backgground shading: directtions of River Thames
(blue) and turbulence
data disturbance (red).
See Table 1a for method
abbreviations and Kent
et al. (2017a) for further
comparison details.

Figure 2. Average of hourly wind speeds observed with a sonic anemometer (triangle) and Doppler lidar (circles)
for the fastest 25% of daytime (0900 – 1700 hrs) wind speeds from the 000o – 045o direction at central London sites
(Fig. 1a) during measurement campaign (n = 33). Lidar wind speeds are for each 30-m wind gate (shaded G1 – G3).
Whiskers show inter-quartile range of observed wind speeds. The average of wind-speed estimations using the
logarithmic wind law with aerodynamic parameters (zd and z0) from different methods (coloured lines) are shown.
See Table 1a for method abbreviations. Source: adapted from Kent et al. 2017a.
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Morphometric method development: Buildings and
vegetation2
Morphometric methods have been developed to estimmate zd and z0 either for vegetated canopies (e.g. Nakai
et al. 2008) or buildings (e.g. Table 1a) separately. Vegeetation is typically ignored in urban studies to reduce
complexity (e.g. Grimmond et al. 2010, 2011), however
at lower aerodynamic porosities the drag of a porous
roughness element (e.g. tree) may be as large as bluff
bodies of similar shape (Kent et al. 2017b, their Fig. 1).
Therefore, the Macdonald et al. (1998) morphometric
method (REav type) is developed to incorporate both
buildings and vegetation (Kent et al. 2017b). The develoopment also applies to the Kanda et al. (2013) method,
which incorporates height variability (REvar type).
Observations from an urban park (Seoul, South Korea)
and residential neighborhood (Swindon, UK) demonsstrate the response of roughness parameters to vegetattion (Kent et al. 2017c). At the urban park, inter-seasonal
analysis indicates leaf-on zd is 1 – 4 m larger than leaf-off

and leaf-on z0 is consistently >0.5 m smaller than leafoff. The z0 results highlight that considering vegetation
in addition to buildings (or indeed an increase in any
roughness-element packing density) does not necesssarily lead to a larger z0, as the change depends upon
canopy density (e.g. Grimmond and Oke 1999, Nakai et
al. 2008). In the suburban neighbourhood, not consideriing vegetation leads to an average reduction of 20% for
zd and 40% for z0, which compares to a reduction of up to
50% in more densely vegetated suburban locations (Gioometto et al. 2017). Wind-speed estimates with roughnness parameters calculated considering both buildings
and vegetation can be >25% more accurate, compared
to when omitting vegetation (e.g. Fig. 3), with the greateest improvement in accuracy in directions with most
vegetation cover. Consistent with the London results
(Fig. 2), wind-speed estimates are more accurate with
roughness parameters from an REvar type morphometric
method (Fig. 3).
2

This section summarises Kent et al. (2017b and 2017c).

Figure 3. Observed (Uobs) and estimated (Uest, using the logarithmic wind law) wind speeds for 30-min windspeed averages during neutral atmospheric stability for two years of observations in a suburban neighbborhood (Swindon, UK) (observations at 2.8 times local average roughness-element height). Roughness
parameters from the Macdonald et al. (1998, Mac) and Kanda et al. (2013, Kan) morphometric methods are
used, considering buildings only (subscript b) or buildings and vegetation (subscript bv). Data binned from
lowest wind speed in groups of 1250 (30-min) data points. Median (points) and 5th and 95th percentiles
(error bars) shown. The root-mean-square error is followed by the mean absolute error (m s-1) between Uest
and Uobs in the legend. Source: Kent et al. 2017c.
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Figure 4. Digital surface model (ground + roughness-element height) of 1 km x 1 km grid-square in central London:
(a) benchmark data, (b) TanDEM-X with water mask, (c) ASTER, (d) SRTM. Map units: km.

Global urban morphology
Global digital elevation models (GDEMs) can be used to
retrieve urban morphology of cities globally. This morpholoogy not only allows for estimation of roughness parameeters (using morphometric methods) and associated wind
speeds, but is becoming increasingly critical for modelling
the urban climate (Garuma 2017). GDEMs tend to have
coarse resolution and the methods used to retrieve surfface elevations have limitations in urban environments,
such as layover effects of buildings in close proximity or
multi-scattering of radar. GDEMs from ASTER (Advanced
Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer),
SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) and TanDEM-X
are compared to benchmark elevation datasets.
As the GDEMs have surface heights only (i.e. ground +
roughness-element heights), a method was developed to
extract ground heights from the GDEMs. Subtraction of
ground heights from surface heights then yields a roughnness-element surface model, allowing for geometric and
roughness parameters to be calculated for discretized areeas (i.e. 8 wind directions of 1 km x 1 km grid squares). Inittial analysis in central London reveals errors from benchmmark data were least for TanDEM-X (e.g. Fig 4 for a 1 km
x 1 km area). Additional comparisons between TanDEM-X
and benchmark data are being conducted in other strateggically located (global) cities.
Summary and future prospects
The aerodynamic roughness parameters of zero-plane
displacement (zd) and roughness length (z0) can be used
with wind-speed profile laws to estimate the vertical profile
of wind-speed above a surface. Characteristically rough urbban environments mean assigning appropriate values for
zd and z0 is challenging, impacting wind-speed estimates.
Several studies are summarized which investigate roughnness parameters and associated wind-speed estimates.
Results highlight the importance of considering roughnness-element height variability and vegetation when detISSUE NO. 67 MARCH 2018

termining zd and z0, as well as informing the determination
of urban morphology for cities on a global scale. Similar
local studies elsewhere are facilitated by implementing
the methodology to determine roughness parameters
with morphometric methods and a source area footprint
model in the Urban Multi-scale Environmental Predictor
(UMEP) climate service plugin for the open source geoggraphical information system software QGIS (Lindberg
et al. 2018, http://www.urban-climate.net/umep/UMEP).
Ongoing work is assessing the generalization of results to
different cities.
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Are detailed urban parameter datasets highly relevant for urban
climate modelling?
The World Urban Database and AccTable 1. Representative periods and some key indicators (extractecess Portal Tool (WUDAPT) is an innovated out of Hammerberg et al., 2018)
tive project already well known within
the community (Ching et al., 2018; Mills
et al., 2015). It allows for the mapping
of Local Climate Zones (LCZ) in urban
areas and their surroundings (Stewart
and Oke, 2012) using remotely sensed
satellite imagery (Bechtel et al., 2015;
2017). This project is the result of a tremmendous involvement from the urban
climate community and many peers
have now joined or contributed to the
WUDAPT effort. For instance, the open call for HUMINEX stressing the need to better understand the climate in
2.0 in the June 2017 newsletter (Verdonck et al., 2017) such a populated area.
or for the SUBLIME project last December (Steeneveld
Although the case study is interesting as such, since
et al., 2017) demonstrated the enthusiasm surroundi- very little WRF urban climate modelling has been perfing WUDAPT within related fields of study and across formed over European cities, the Austrian capital was selthe IAUC community. Several recent contributions have lected in particular for its availability of both high resolused information gathered out of the LCZs for modell- lution urban landscape information, in the form of GIS
ling the urban climate in both detailed and simplified data (ie. building heights, building fraction, impervious
urban canopy models (Brousse et al., 2016; Alexander area…), and weather data records (official and crowdset al., 2016 Wouters et al., 2016). As this information is sourced). The latter were used to prescribe five 48-h
extracted out of the ranges of urban canopy parameters study periods to evaluate the model sensitivity to differeproposed by Stewart and Oke (2012), the current study ent urban canopy parameters under five different repressought to assess whether detailed urban canopy parame- sentative climate conditions (Table 1). The selection of
eters obtained from other sources are of high relevance those periods was done by performing a k-means cluster
for properly modelling the urban climate. To perform analysis method over the hourly weather data provided
this evaluation, we used the BEP-BEM (Martilli, 2002; by Austria’s Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und GeodynSalamanca et al., 2010a; 2010b) urban canopy model namik (ZAMG) for the Schwechat Airport.
embedded in the WRF 3.2 model (Chen et al., 2011) at
The GIS data served mapping the city in the form of
a horizontal resolution of 500 m. This short article sums Local Climate Zones at 100-m scale in order to compare
up the work that was done and published under Hamm- it to a satellite based LCZ map obtained from the WUDmerberg et al. (2018).
DAPT framework. It also served to characterize distinct
urban forms that were implemented afterwards in the
Study Area and Methodology
BEP-BEM model in the form of urban canopy parameters
The study was centered on the city of Vienna, Aust- (Figure 1), this case being named ViennaGIS. Indeed,
tria, which is characteristic of a Central European city in as the mappings presented some differences, with an
terms of urban morphology and architecture. The cent- agreement of only 67%, especially between classes of
ter of the city is defined by a dense urban continuum, adjacent and similarly structured classes such as LCZ 6
which had historically been surrounded by medieval and 9 (Open Lowrise and Sparsely Built) or LCZ 2 and 5
fortifications. During the 19th century, a ring of districts (Compact and Open Midrise), it was assumed that when
composed predominantly of 4 to 6 story Gründerzeit implemented at 500 m in the WRF model using the
apartment blocks were built, encircling the old town. WUDAPT to WRF (W2W) protocol (Martilli et al., 2017)
Beyond this central development the city experienced those disparities would result only in small changes, all
high rates of urbanization, incorporating historic vill- located within the city boundary. Moreover, as the GIS
lages and filling the gaps with modern constructions. data was only available for the municipality of Vienna,
Within the municipal boundaries of Vienna are currentl- other assumptions about the landscape outside of those
ly living 1.8 million residents (Lukacsy and Fendt, 2015), boundaries would have been necessary. Hence, we used
ISSUE NO. 67 MARCH 2018
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Figure 1. Building height distribution by LCZ (extracted out of Hammerber et al., 2018).
the WUDAPT mapping for representing the urban land
cover but defined distinct urban environments based on
the two sources of data.
Finally, we ran the model for the five periods with a
spin up time of 6 h, using the NCEP Final Analysis data
at 1º and 6-h spatio-temporal resolution as boundary

conditions. The urban domain consisted of the fourth
nested domain at 500-m resolution and was composed
of 112 x 118 grid points. The urban landscape representeed 11% of the total land cover, the remaining rural land
use was described by the default MODIS global land
cover classification available in WRF. The model outputs

Table 2. Near-surface temperature results for both urban canopy parameter cases. Day and Night values are
given for all the five months together.
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Figure 2. Air temperature difference in Kelvin between WUDAPT and ViennaGIS cases for each period (extracted
out of Hammerberg et al., 2018)
were evaluated against both official and crowdsourced
weather data extracted out of Wunderground for 2-m
air temperature using RMSE and Mean Bias (MB) indicattors. The filtering of the crowdsourced data followed the
same kind of filter used by Meier et al. (2017) and Fenner
et al. (2017). In the end, the network comprised 150 stattions. More information about the methodology can be
found in Hammerberg et al. (2018).
Results summary
Contrary to our expectations, the runs using the WUDDAPT data exhibited only a slightly higher RMSE and
mean bias in comparison to the ViennaGIS case with diffferences lower than 0.1 K for both the RMSE and the MB
(Table 2). In general, the model tended to overestimate
the temperatures except for hot days in April and July.
The best case was the February case, while the cloudieest days of March experienced the worst performances.
Although the different urban morphologies exhibited
nearly identical seasonal and diurnal patterns in terms of
overall performances, we paid particular attention to the
spatial distribution of the error. Two evaluations were
hence performed: first, a cumulative absolute error was
derived per LCZ for both WUDAPT and ViennaGIS cases
during nighttime; second a difference map of the mean
overnight air temperature was created for each season.
The cumulative absolute error did not present major
differences of performance per LCZ for the two cases.
Still, interestingly LCZ 6 (Open Lowrise) demonstrated
the higher disparity between ViennaGIS and WUDAPT in
terms of performances. This class was also the one with
the higher disagreement in terms of mappings and morpphological characteristics. Yet, the most surprising outccome of this study was that despite a tangible variation
in cumulative error graphs per LCZ, a systematic differeence in air temperature between the two urban definittions was observed (Figure 2). This difference could be
up to 1 K in certain places which could induce large diffferences in terms of impact of the urban heat island for
instance. Generally speaking, the WUDAPT parameteriISSUE NO. 67 MARCH 2018

ization presented hotter suburban areas (LCZ 6 and 9)
while it presented a cooler urban center (LCZ 2 and 5).
The main hypothesis was that this pattern is mainly
explained by a radiative trapping phenomenon as the
increase in building heights and H/W ratios in central areeas for the ViennaGIS case and in the suburban areas for
the WUDAPT case allow for more radiative trapping and
less cooling capacity. This was actually confirmed by the
peculiar case of LCZ 8 (Large Lowrise), which presented
higher temperatures in the ViennaGIS case although the
building heights and the urban fractions were similar to
the WUDAPT ones. Yet, the streets were much narrower
for the ViennaGIS case, supporting the idea that the BEPBEM modelled air temperature is highly sensitive to the
radiative trapping.
Discussion and conclusion
This evaluation supported the hypothesis presented
by Grimmond et al. (2010; 2011) and Demuzere et al.
(2017) that model results are highly influenced by the
parameterization of urban canyons and not only by the
complexity of the models. However, their relative perfformances when compared to measurements seem to
be affected by other parameters. We give hereby a short
overview of the challenges that the community has to
face in that regard:
• Firstly, the location of the city has to be taken into
account prior to any analysis or even model parameeterizations. Complex terrain, like the orography surrrounding Vienna, might be complicated to represent
by regional climate models in which urban canopy
models are embedded and hence bias our assumpttions at urban scales.
• Secondly, for our case study the BEP-BEM model is
known to be a very complex model and, as Jänicke et
al (2016) showed over Berlin, model complexities oftten increment the margin of error.
• Thirdly, up until the development of new techniques,
such as RANS or LES algorithms (Nazarian and Kleissl,
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2015; Li et al., 2017), allowing downscaling dynamiccally at very high resolution, the simplification of the
urban morphology before running the model introdduces already a margin of error that affects our abiliity to properly evaluate and use very detailed urban
information. In that sense, simplified data coming
out of WUDAPT are very useful at our current level of
modelling.
• Fourthly, even if detailed information is available, it is
often (not to say all the time) constrained within munnicipal boundaries. This hinders our capacity as mesosscale urban climate modellers to properly represent
the impact of the whole urban area on the local climmate as we would anyhow have to make assumptions
about the surrounding urban morphology.
• Finally, this study allowed us to demonstrate (more
information is available in the paper) that the use of
crowdsourced data for evaluation of our models is not
only an opportunity (Chapman et al. 2016), but possibbly a necessity. Such data, when filtered and calibrateed, offers an unprecedented spatial coverage of urban
measurements, something that is often lacking when
using only official weather station networks. However,
we acknowledge that those data have their margins
of error and we therefore encourage the community
to continue proceeding with innovative evaluations
in that sense.
As a final note, this study offered us the ability to
evaluate how we can emancipate ourselves from former
boundaries within our field of study, especially regardiing data availability for both parameterization of our
models and also evaluation. It is our duty to remain criticcal and thoroughly evaluate datasets each time they are
to be used. However, we are pleased to see that in the
current state-of-the-art, crowdsourced weather data or
innovative approaches for data gathering − like the WUDDAPT project − are providing tremendous added values,
particularly for scarcely documented areas such as the
developing countries or even secondary cities of develooped countries.
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How high-resolution large-eddy simulation modelling is
used to support urban planning in Helsinki, Finland
Introduction
Air pollution is one of the major environmental challlenges urban areas are facing today. Over half of the
World’s population lives in urban areas, where pollutaant emissions especially from road traffic and domestic
heating are elevated (Karagulian et al., 2015). In 2016,
the destructive health effects of pollutant exposure
led to around 4.1 million premature deaths worldwide
(Gakidou et al., 2017), of which almost 10% occurred in
Europe (European Environment Agency, 2017).
Pollutant dispersion and air quality in urban areas
depends strongly on the complex interaction between
the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) flow and local
structures, i.e. buildings, vegetation and other obstacles.
Commonly, the highest pollution levels are observed
within street canyons with traffic where pollutants can
accumulate due to inefficient dispersion and mixing
conditions. In order to reduce human exposure to air
pollutants within urban areas, the mechanisms affecting
the dispersion conditions must be understood and exaamined in greater detail.
In Helsinki, Finland, urban planners have awoken to
the possibility to influence pollutant dispersion via modiifications in the urban landscape, and this way a joint
project between the practitioners and urban climate scieentists was initialised. The aim was to investigate how
with proper urban planning we can minimize pedestrian
level pollutant accumulation and enable a healthy living
environment in a new planned neighbourhood in Helssinki.
The idea of this project was to apply high-resolution
large-eddy simulation (LES) modelling to examine how
the structural layout of densely arranged building blocks
along a planned city boulevard in Helsinki influences the
street canyon ventilation and concentrations of local air
pollutants. More specifically, the accumulation and venttilation of traffic-related emissions were investigated in
four city-block-design alternatives that are immersed
within a real complex urban environment. Two contrastiing meteorological conditions with a neutral and stable
atmospheric stratification corresponding to general and
wintry meteorological conditions were examined.
In the past, most of the urban ventilation studies using
LES have been conducted for an idealised street canyon
or a simplified urban topography without including the
aerodynamic impact of street trees (see e.g. Antoniou et
al., 2017 for an overview). Excluding this aerodynamic
impact can be dangerous as, for example, porous trees
decelerate the flow, generate turbulence and modify
ISSUE NO. 67 MARCH 2018

the canyon vortex (Gromke & Blocken, 2015) that is commmonly observed in idealised street canyons, further alteriing the vertical transport of pollutants (Buccolieri et al.,
2009). The availability of detailed urban topography and
land use datasets (e.g. Nordbo et al., 2015) has extended
the application of LES to real urban environments (Keck
et al., 2014) over the last decade. Still, this LES study is
among the first of its kind where complex landscapes
with detailed building structures and vegetation have
been included.
A planned city boulevard
In 2016, the city of Helsinki published the City Plan for
2050 which is driven by the expected increase of the popuulation in Helsinki and its surroundings by up to 35% in
the following 30 years (Vuori & Laakso, 2016). To enable
sustainable urban growth, one of the key-elements in
the plan is to urbanise the city northwards by transformiing the motorway-type entry routes in the outer suburbs
into urban ‘city boulevards’. These boulevards would be
framed by densely built neighbourhoods with business
premises and shops at the ground level. Meanwhile, the
city planners started to get interested in how to make
these new neighbourhoods as lively and healthy as posssible by means of minimising the pollutant concentrattions in the neighbourhood. Despite improvements in
public transport and technological developments, trafffic emissions are expected to be substantial within these
city boulevards. Therefore, alternative means to reduce
the street level pollutant concentrations were looked
for. This brought the need for this study where the focus
is on one of the planned boulevards in western Helsinki
(Figure 1).
The four alternative city-block-design versions (Table
1) for the studied boulevard are displayed in Figures 2
and 3. Each version facilitates an equal amount of gross
floor area, and the width and total length of the boulevvard are 54 m and 3.3 km, respectively.
A large forest lies to the east of the study area. Furthermmore, two rows of street trees (Tilia) would be planted in
the middle of the boulevard. The main local source of air
pollution would be the road traffic on the boulevard but
also on its cross streets.
High-resolution large-eddy simulation
The LES model employed is the Parallelized LargeEddy Simulation Model (PALM) version 4.0 (Maronga et
al., 2015), which resolves the three-dimensional fields
of wind and scalar variables as a function of time and
space. A Cartesian topography scheme allows for explici-
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Figure 1. The modelling domain for the simulations with wintry meteorological conditions (light yellow line). The
city-block-design structure Vpar is superimposed on the map over Helsinki (©Kaupunkimittausosasto 2011, Helssinki, Finland) in orange and the road network in white. The analysis domain is marked with a green dashed line.
Table 1. The specific characteristics of the
alternative city-block-design versions.
Version

Characteristics

Vpar

The longest side of the building
blocks is parallel to the boulevard.
Building heights are fixed to 30 m.

Vper

The longest side of the building
blocks is perpendicular to the boullevard. Building heights are fixed to
30 m.

VperHY

Similar to Vper but the building
height varies (mean 30 m). The
highest buildings are situated at the
nodal points of the public transpport, whereas the lowest buildings
as well as open urban spaces are
situated between the nodal points.
Buildings on the eastern side of the
boulevard are generally higher.

VparJJ

A so-called “Jin-Jang” block model,
in which the buildings are similar to
those in Vpar but the base height is
lower and tower-like structures are
set above the base. Thus, the buildiing shape and height (mean 30 m)
are very irregular.
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Figure 2. The different city-block-design alternatives. From left:
Vpar, Vper, VperHV and VparJJ.

Figure 3. Vertical cross sections of the city-block-design alternnatives.
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Figure 4. 40 minute temporal average of particle concentration pc (m-3) at z = 4 m AGL under the wintry inflow
conditions. The wind is from east (right).
itly resolving the orography and buildings that are given
to the model in a raster map. The aerodynamic impact of
vegetation is considered by an additional forcing term
in the tendency equations of wind and turbulent kinetic
energy. This term depends on the local plant area denssity (PAD), which is also given for the street trees and foreest in a raster map.
Ventilation of traffic-related air pollutants is studied by
applying a Lagrangian stochastic particle model, which
allows pollutant accumulation inside urban structures
to be studied. Lagrangian particles are released above
streets at traffic-related emission rates, after which they
are transported inside the computational domain by
the flow field. Here, Lagrangian particles are passive and
massless, and represent non-reactive gaseous air polllutants. Furthermore, deposition onto surfaces is not inccluded.
As a new feature of PALM, a full three-dimensional
two-way self-nesting (Hellsten et al., 2017) is utilised for
the first time in this study. In nesting, a “child” domain of
around 2 km2 with a 1.0 m grid spacing is defined inside
the “parent” domain of 4.2 km2 with a 2.0 m grid spaciing. PALM is run in parallel in both domains that commmunicate with each other. Nesting enables to have both
a large computational domain and a high enough resollution in the main area of interest with limited computattional costs.
In order to acknowledge the role of meteorology on
ISSUE NO. 67 MARCH 2018

pollutant ventilation, the simulations are conducted
both under general and wintry inflow conditions. Under
the general inflow conditions, the ABL is neutrally stratiffied and 200 m high, and the geostrophic wind is 10 m s-1
from southwest. Under the wintry conditions, the ABL is
moderately stable and 160 m high, and the geostrophic
wind is 8 m s-1 from east. Moreover, the winter-time leafoff period is considered by decreasing PAD values by
80%.
Improved ventilation by proper planning
In this study we focus on ventilation, which addresses
the capacity of a densely built urban structure to replace
contaminated air with fresh ambient air and thus improve
local air quality. The analysis of ventilation efficiency is
based on three different measures: concentration pc (m-3)
at height z = 4 m and z = 10 m above ground level (AGL),
vertical turbulent flux density Fp (m-2 s-1) at z = 20 m AGL
and dilution rate D (m-3 s-1) of particles inside a volume bettween z = 0-20 m AGL if the emission source is suddenly
switched off. Here only the temporal averages over a 40
minute period under the wintry inflow conditions are reprresented. Along with spatial visualisation, the measures
are quantitatively analysed over the boulevard, other
street canyons excluding the boulevard, courtyards, and
surroundings. The analysis domain of 0.5 km2 is marked
in Figure 1.
In general, particle concentrations (Figure 4) are app-
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Figure 5. 40 minute temporal average of vertical turbulent particle flux density Fp (m-2 s-1) at z = 20 m AGL under
the wintry inflow conditions. Positive values indicate upward transport.
proximately two-fold under the wintry compared to the
general inflow conditions despite the leaf-off period in
winter. Clear accumulation of particles is observed on the
leeward (eastern) side of the boulevard, but in general, pc
varies strongly in the horizontal. The wind is from the east
under the wintry inflow conditions and blows over the
large forest area. Therefore, fresh unpolluted air is transpported to the boulevard, decreasing the concentration
levels. This is particularly emphasised in Vper and VperHV with
more cross streets. Surprisingly, VparJJ with variation in the
building shape does not show lower concentrations than
Vpar. In the southern part of the boulevard, concentrations
are slightly lower in VperHV than Vper despite the decreasing
building height downwind in VperHV, which is generally exppected to weaken the canyon vortex and ventilation (e.g.
Nosek et al., 2016). In all planning alternatives, the courtyyards remain clean.
Particle flux is generally positive indicating upward
transport and ventilation (Figure 5). This can be expected
since there is a constant source of Lagrangian particles at
surface. Above courtyards, Fp is mainly negative as the
only sources are the re-entrainment from above or advecttion from building openings. The patterns of Fp for Vpar
and VparJJ are clearly different despite the similarity in their
concentration patterns. For instance, a vast area of Fp is
observed above the boulevard in Vpar, which appears less
pronounced in VparJJ.
Mechanical turbulence production is the major contISSUE NO. 67 MARCH 2018

tributor to Fp and the largest values of Fp are always obsserved in VperHV or Vper. On the contrary, the dilution rate D,
i.e. the rate of change of concentration when the source is
suddenly switched off, is always stronger under the winttry inflow conditions and measures mainly horizontal advvection.
For urban planners and stakeholders, the information
included in the three studied measures was transformed
to a more easily comprehensible rating format (Kurppa,
2016). To list the alternative city-block-design version in
order from best to worst, the versions were rated on a
relative scale 0-1 based on each measure applied in the
analysis separately over the boulevard, other street canyyons, courtyards, and surroundings (Figure 6). Under both
inflow conditions, the ventilation efficiency is highest in
VperHV, especially over street canyons. Within street canyyons, VperHV results in 7-9 % lower mean concentration a
z = 4 m than the city-block-design version with highest
concentrations. Surprisingly, VparJJ with building-shape
variation performs better than Vpar only under the wintry
inflow conditions. One reason for this negligible impact
of higher aerodynamic roughness in VparJJ is the relatively
high building base height (20 m) above which the tower
structures are erected. Moreover, concentrations remain
low inside courtyards and also in the surroundings, which
indicates that traffic-related emissions remain mainly
within the street canyons. This also shifts the focus on the
ventilation efficiency above street canyons.
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Figure 6. Ranking of the alternative city-block-design versions on a relative scale 0-1 based on pc, Fp,
volume-averaged <D>V and column-averaged dilution rate <D>z,t. B = boulevard, O = other street
canyons, C = courtyards and S = surroundings. The bar plot illustrates the ranking only for street
canyons (B and O). The colours in the bar plot correspond to the colours in the table.

Conclusions and outlook
The study originated from the need of urban planners
to build healthy and comfortable neighbourhoods in Helssinki. The main aim was to investigate how the structural
arrangement and orientation of perimeter blocks affect the
ventilation and dispersion of traffic-related emissions under
two contrasting meteorological conditions. The LES study
is conducted over a highly realistic representation of an
urban area in Helsinki and applies novel methods includiing two-way self-nesting and a Lagrangian particle model.
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The study concludes that the most effective way to improve
pollutant ventilation and air quality within a densely built
urban neighbourhood is to introduce variation in the perrimeter block heights and to avoid long street canyons. The
investigation reveals that the chosen city-block-design has
a strong impact both on local concentrations and pollutant
transport mechanisms. However, pollutant concentrations
are clearly higher under stably stratified inflow conditions.
The results of this study provide detailed information for urbban planners on how design choices can reduce the level of
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pollution exposure in a densely built environment.
Here we simulated the transport and ventilation of passsive tracers. However, chemical reactions and dynamic
processes manipulating the concentrations should be
included for reactive gases and aerosol particles. Furthermmore, anthropogenic heat emissions and solar radiation
were neglected in this study, which are likely to modify
the flow patterns further.
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Ice in Dutch Cities

Figure 1. Skating in Dutch cities. Hendrick Avercamp, 1610

By Gert-Jan Steeneveld (gert-jan.steeneveld@wur.nl)
and Sytse Koopmans (sytse.koopmans@wur.nl)
Meteorology and Air Quality Section
Wageningen University, Netherlands
The Dutch love ice-skating. Already many famous 17th
century paintings visualized citizens skating on the Dutch
canals. Figure 1 shows the painting “Skating in a village” by
the painter Avercamp (1610), and shows the population
skating in severe winter conditions. At that time apparently
sufficient ice was forming on the canals within the cities, and
it was not necessary to go to the larger lakes in the countrysside. However, with the current-day warmer climate, and
the omnipresent urbanization, resulting in an urban heat
island effect of several degrees, it is clear conditions have
changed. Nowadays the development of thick ice floors is
rather scarce and develop differently between cities and
the countryside, which will be illustrated for a recent frost
episode in the Netherlands in the winter of 2018.
In this study we have quantified the difference in ice
thickness in canals between the city and the countryside
for a region around The Hague. Although the winter in
general was rather mild, between February 24th and March
2nd the Netherlands were subject to a strong frost period
with strong easterly winds (Figure 2). A cold air mass that
was advected into the country resulted in low apparent
temperatures, but also ice growth on the canals and ditchees, though it was rather late in the season. On several days
clouds appeared during the day, which prevented the ice
floor from melting due to solar radiation.
To quantify the difference in ice thickness between cities
and countryside, we utilize the ice thickness model formul-
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lated by De Bruin and Wessels (1988). The model solves the
surface radiation and energy balance for an ice surface in a
well-mixed lake or canal. The net radiation of the ice surface
depends on the air temperature, humidity, wind speed and
cloud cover. The ice grows from the surface and deepens
into the underlying water. New ice forms at the bottom of
the existing ice floor, which means that the released heat
due to the phase change from water to ice has to be transpported through the ice floor to the ice surface and to the
atmosphere subsequently. The more ice has formed, the
more heat conduction is reduced and ice growth is slowed
down. On the other hand stronger turbulence due to high
wind speeds will speed up the heat exchange from the ice
surface to the atmosphere.
Here we have forecast the ice thickness in canals and
ditches for the region around the city of The Hague in the
west of the country, which also includes cities as Delft and
Zoetermeer. The ice model has been driven by weather
observations from the WMO station Rotterdam-The Hague
airport, which is the closest WMO station but ~15 km away
from The Hague itself. In order to account for urbanizattion we have utilized the diagnostic equation for the UHI
as developed in Theeuwes et al (2017). Their method estimmates the daily max UHI based on meteorological variables
(daily mean incoming solar radiation, wind speed and the
diurnal temperature range in the countryside) and urban
morphological parameters (sky-view factor and vegetation
fraction). The latter have recently been mapped at 100 m
resolution. The daily maximum UHI has been interpolated
to hourly values using the idealised diurnal UHI cycle in
Oke (1982). In addition, we have added a simple SVF-based
wind speed reduction and a moderate anthropogenic heat
flux of 25 W/m2 to the urban areas in the grid.
Figure 3 shows the modelled ice thickness for the study
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area at the end of the frost episode,
i.e. March 2nd. In the countryside
about 13 cm of ice was modelled.
We find a clear and rather sharp conttrast with the urban areas. There, the
ice floors were substantially thinner,
typically amounting to only 9-10
cm. In the central business district of
the city center of the Hague the ice
thickness is minimum. On the other
hand, in the south of the Hague a
rather open area still offers sufficient
room for ice skating with an ice thicknness of 13 cm. In reality the ice floors
have been slightly less thick than
forecast. The largest observed value
from crowdsourced data amounted
Figure 2. Observed temperature, dew point temperature, wind speed and cloud
to 8 cm in the countryside. Despite
cover during 24 Feb – 2 March 2018 at the Rotterdam The Hague airport.
the discrepancy with the observattions, the presented map clearly shows the ice thickness
Acknowledgements: We thank KNMI for providing the
potential for this frost episode, including the reduced ice gridded data for sky view factor and vegetation fraction in
in urban areas.
the study area.
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution of the forecast ice thickness for March 2nd in the region around The Hague (Netherlands).
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Urban flow, dispersion and hydrology at the 98th Annual
AMS meeting in Austin (TX), USA
By Denise Hertwig
Department of Meteorology
University of Reading, UK
d.hertwig@reading.ac.uk

The 98th Annual Meeting of the American Meteorollogical Society was held in Austin (Texas) from 7 to 11
January 2018. With more than 4,000 attendees from
across the world and more than 2,100 oral and 1,200
poster presentations this was a very successful meeting.
Research on urban flow, dispersion, air quality and the
micro-climate was presented in several sessions at the
20th Joint Conference on the Applications of Air Pollution
Meteorology with the A&WMA, in part jointly hosted by
the AMS Committee on Meteorological Aspects of Air
Pollution (CMAAP) and the AMS Board on the Urban Envvironment.
Regarding emerging technologies in atmospheric disppersion and air quality modelling, Paul Bieringer (Aeris
LLC, USA) demonstrated the great prospects of conductiing computationally demanding large-eddy simulations
on GPUs, achieving computational speed-ups that could
eventually pave the way for using turbulence-resolving
methods for near real-time dispersion predictions in citiies. Maider Llaguno-Munitxa (Princeton Univ., USA)
presented an innovative approach to provide weather
and air quality data from autonomous sensing kits depployed onto private cars or public transportation to the

Isobel J. Simpson (Univ. of California, Irvine) presented
her study on urban and industrial VOC emissions in
the Seoul metropolitan area based on aircraft meassurements.
ISSUE NO. 67 MARCH 2018

Austin skyline as seen from the Annual Meeting’s confference venue.
public using mobile apps that apply augmented realiity visualisation techniques. Chenghao Wang (Arizona
State Univ., USA) presented a new model for estimating
source areas of fluxes and concentrations based on a
backward Lagrangian stochastic footprint model.
Another focus was put on the improvement of modeels through measurements. Ron L. Petersen (CPP Inc.,
USA) presented recent improvements to the building
downwash algorithm in the AERMOD dispersion model
based on comprehensive wind-tunnel datasets. Steven
Hanna (Hanna Consultants, USA) discussed results from
the Jack Rabbit II chlorine release experiment carried out
in a ‘mock urban’ array of about 80 shipping containers
in the Utahan desert, which can be used to assess heavygas dispersion models. Isobel J. Simpson (Univ. of Califfornia, Irvine, USA) explored aircraft measurements of
VOC concentrations above Seoul with the aim to assess
emission inventories. Further presentations highlighted
the effects of tall buildings on urban flow and disperssion and modelling challenges on local and city scales.
Based on wind-tunnel measurements in a scale model of
a part of central London, Denise Hertwig (Univ. of Readiing, UK) showed that the strong interaction between the
tall-building wake and the flow in the canopy layer cannnot be described by classic conceptual models of urban
flow. If pollutants are released at street level in the viciniity of a tall building, flow divergence and convergence in
the canopy layer can lead to a displacement of the effecttive source location as shown in recent experiments and
CFD simulation carried out in the DIPLOS project (www.
diplos.org; “Dispersion of localised releases in a street
network”).
A special session focused on research from the ongoing
Horizon 2020 project iSCAPE “Improving the smart control
of air pollution in Europe” (www.iscapeproject.eu) involvi-
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ing several research groups across Europe. K.V. Abhijith
(Global Centre for Clean Air Research, University of Surrey,
UK) kicked-off the session by presenting an experimental
case study for iSCAPE at sites in Guildford (UK), showing
that pollutant exposure can be notably reduced by the
presence of green vegetation barriers under cross-wind
conditions. Kirsti Jylhä (Finnish Meteorological Institute)
discussed the environmental and socio-economic beneffits of green infrastructure in a Finnish city. Based on summmer-time measurements in vegetated and non-vegetated
street canyons in Bologna, Francesco Barbano (Univ. of
Bologna, Italy) demonstrated that the effects of trees on
air quality in street canyons depend strongly on the interaaction between synoptic meteorological conditions, wind
stress at roof-level, vertical stability and canyon geometry.
CFD simulations of the Bologna case study presented by
Federico Prandini (Univ. of Bologna, Italy) showed that
the pollutant ventilation potential is mainly controlled by
the street topology. Silvana Di Sabatino (Univ. of Bologna,
Italy) discussed effects of mechanically and thermally driveen street-canyon circulations on local temperatures and
showed that the intensity of the UHI in Bologna, which is
typically of the order of 7°C , depicts a spatial distribution
with differences of 2–3°C within 1–2 km.
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Members of the Horizon 2020 iSCAPE project (left to
right): Francesco Barbano, Silvana Di Sabatino, Kirsti
Jylhä, Federico Prandini and K.V. Abhijith.
ning hours. Bradford Johnson presented a study on the
sensitivity of surface precipitation type in winter in ressponse to urban areas based on simulations with WRF.
Elie Bou-Zeid’s (Princeton Univ., USA) talk focused on
hydrological determents of temperature extremes in
cities and provided a summary of open challenges for
urban surface representations in atmospheric and hyddrological models. Simone Kotthaus’ (Univ. of Reading,
UK) contribution summarised details of a new algorithm
(‘CABAM’) to characterise the atmospheric boundary layeer based on automatic LIDAR and ceilometer measuremments, which was successfully evaluated against longterm measurements in central London, UK.
Some of the oral presentations have been recorded
and can now be found on the meeting website: https://
annual.ametsoc.org/2018/.

Session chaired by Jon Pleim, US EPA, who at the annuaal meeting received the award of the AMS Committee
on Meteorological Aspects of Air Pollution (CMAAP) in
acknowledgement of his outstanding contributions to
the field.:
The 32nd Conference on Hydrology hosted a further
urban-focused session on the local and regional ressponse of the water cycle due to urbanisation. Three
talks from the University of Georgia (USA) explored
characteristics of the urban enhancement of precipittation. Neil Debbage discussed the urban impact on
precipitation and runoff during the 2009 flood event
in Atlanta. J. Marshall Shepherd showed that statisticcally significant anomalies in rainfall patterns over and
downwind of Atlanta are most evident in the early evenISSUE NO. 67 MARCH 2018

Exhibitors showcasing their products and services at
the meeting.
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CitiesIPCC in Edmonton turns the spotlight on urban areas

The first IPCC-approved conference focusing on cities sets an agenda for recognizing the role of urbanization
in future climate change assessment reports
By James Voogt and Winston Chow
On March 4–7, the CitiesIPCC conference was held in
Edmonton, Alberta. This first-of-its-kind conference was
intended to inspire the next frontier of research focused
on assessing the current state of cities and climate change.
The primary goal of the conference is to assess the state
of academic and practice-based knowledge pertaining
to cities and climate change, and to establish a global
research agenda based on the joint identification of key
gaps by the academic, practitioner and urban policy-makiing communities.
Of interest is that the conference was approved by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), and
co-organised by a very wide range of organizations includiing UN-Habitat, UN Environment (UNEP), Cities Alliance,
ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability, Future Earth,
the Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN)
and United Cities and Local Governments (UCLG). The ultimmate aim of the conference is to generate information and
set the agenda for a greater focus on urban areas in future
IPCC Assessment Report Cycles; starting from sixth (AR6)
this year, and culminating in a Special Report on Cities and
Climate Change that will be published as part of the seveenth (AR7) cycle from 2023.
The conference was held in the Canadian city of Edmontton at the Shaw Conference Centre along the banks of the
North Saskatchewan River in downtown Edmonton. EdmISSUE NO. 67 MARCH 2018

monton was an interesting choice of conference location
given that, firstly, the weather during the conference was
bitterly cold for many delegates (it was -22ºC on the first
morning, which made the walk to the venue a rather intereesting one for a correspondent based in tropical climes!);
second, this is ‘fossil fuel’ country – Edmonton is located in
the province of Alberta, a major producer of oil and gas,
and serves as the gateway to northern Alberta which is
home to major oil sands development. At the time of confference opening, an inter-provincial dispute between Albberta and the neighbouring province of British Columbia
over increased transport of Alberta oil by a pipeline over
the Rocky Mountains to a port in the Greater Vancouver
area had been receiving significant media attention.
But the (relatively) more progressive provincial goveernment in Alberta has recently put a price on carbon, is
in the process of phasing out coal for electricity generattion and is implementing a number of initiatives to help
home owners improve energy efficiency. And Edmonton’s
Mayor, Don Iveson, is a young, dynamic and popular civic
leader who has made climate change and energy leadersship one of his important policy objectives. His views on
Cities and Climate Leadership and his opening remarks
at the conference, suggest he is a mayor who ‘gets it’ and
understands that bottom-up action in cities, combined
with leveraging efforts from other levels of government,
are important to making progress on climate change. The
appearance of major political office holders at the municippal, provincial and federal level at the conference signified
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the importance the event had been given by all levels of
government.
The conference agenda was centred on 3 days, with a
fourth day for fieldtrips within the city that showcased tanggible evidence of Edmonton’s climate change initiatives. In
total, there were 800 attendees that included government
leaders, climate scientists, policy researchers, policy-makeers, policy influencers, city planners and technical experts
from across the globe. Interest in the conference was high
as reportedly the number of session proposals received by
the organizers was much larger than the available number
of session slots (35). The conference was clearly well suppported by the various levels of government – there were
no registration costs for invited delegates, and both breakffast and lunch was catered for. To help attendees cope
with the local climate, toques were provided as part of the
conference package – a first for both of us. The event was
also well staffed – both correspondents are pretty certain
we’ve not been to a conference with as many dedicated
student volunteers!
The conference was organized using a combination of
key morning and evening plenaries that were sandwiched
by parallel sessions (seven in total). These plenaries were
livestreamed on social media, and were archived (availaable here). The chief moderator throughout all plenaries
was David Miller, C40 Regional Director, North America
and C40 Ambassador for Inclusive Climate Action who
was previously both Mayor of the City of Toronto and C40
Chair. The plenaries usually involved multiple short invited
presentations, followed by a moderated panel discussion
involving different members; not just prominent academiics, but important stakeholders such as practitioners and
elected officials.
Questions from the floor or from Twitter were taken towwards the end of the panel discussion. This format was also
popular within individual sessions in the parallel streams
and was likely a product of the organizers desire to “seek
sessions with innovative formats to help foster the deliveery of the unique conference objectives” and their requiremment that sessions “incorporate a clear and visible element
of knowledge exchange or co-generation among the

View of the planned Blatchford residential community
(the current open space) that is developed from the
former Edmonton International Airport.
ISSUE NO. 67 MARCH 2018
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IAUC affiliated delegates (left to right): Winston Chow,
Nigel Tapper, James Voogt and Benedicte Dousset.
scientific community and the practitioner and/or policymaking communities.” While ambitious, and having some
teething difficulties e.g. in selecting Twitterati questions,
this format seemed to be a qualified success in practice
particularly in the variety of questions that weren’t restricteed to purely science-based in theme (but which according
to IPCC rules exclude questions of a political nature).
The sessions were organized around four themes that
were treated sequentially through the conference:
Theme 1: Cities & climate change (Imperatives for acttion); in which local, regional and global scale action and
commitments can set developmental agendas towards ressponding to the risks of climate change. These agendas inccorporate multi-scale linkages between scientific research,
with translating the academic information towards urban
stakeholders, and effecting changes in behavior towards
the aim of decarbonisation.
Theme 2: Urban emissions, impacts and vulnerabilities
(Science and practice of cities); the focus was on how cooordination and partnerships between agencies, practitionners, scientists and relevant stakeholders can effect reducttions in urban exposure towards these emissions, impacts
and vulnerabilities.
Theme 3: Solutions for the transition to low carbon and
climate resilient cities (Science and practice for cities);
Sessions and the plenary related to this theme dealt with
approaches integrating nature with urban landscapes in
order to increase urban resilience; much attention was
placed in the emergence of disruptive technologies in citiies e.g. autonomous cars, “smart” cities and the application
of Big Data.
Theme 4: Enabling transformative climate action in cities
(advancing science and advancing cities); Much attention
was placed on how formal and informal sectors of cities
– though a largely socio-economic and cultural perspecttives – can find a roadmap towards keeping to emission
pathways aspired to from the 2015 Paris Agreement.
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Special Report

IAUC affiliated delegates in the atrium of Roger’s Place at the conference dinner.
Parallel/Breakout session topics were wide-ranging,
and were more reflective of the type of content at UN
Habitat III than of typical urban climate science confereences. These sessions covered topics such as climate justtice, climate finance, governance issues, smart cities, energgy systems, health, and policy. But all 4 themes included
sessions with topics of interest to IAUC members. A samppling of some that we attended included: Urban Heat Islland Effect and Climate Change in Cities, Urban Climate
Information to Support Decision Making: From Local to
Global, and Initiating Climate Awareness in Urban Plannning Practices Through Participatory Action Research.
Furthermore, several IAUC members actively participated
in sessions through convening or giving oral and poster
presentations e.g., Nigel Tapper, Rafiq Hamdi, Edward
Ng, Benedicte Dousset, Alexander Baklanov, Julia Hiddalgo, Evyatar Erell, Valéry Masson, Chao Ren, and your
correspondents.
The final day of the conference was for delegates to take
part in urban sustainability tours and field trips that took
place away from the conference venue. Up to two tours
(one in the morning, one after lunch) could be registered
for, and I (WC) went for one showcasing the planning and
design of the Blatchford district that involved converting
the old international airport north of Edmonton’s downttown into an ambitious sustainable, low-carbon residenttial area.
A number of background papers were developed by
the CitiesIPCC Scientific Steering Committee to inform the
ISSUE NO. 67 MARCH 2018

conference discussions. Among these (for a full list and to
access the papers see here) were Urban Climate Change
Science, Impacts and Vulnerabilities: State-of-the-Art
Findings and Key Research Gaps by Cynthia Rosenzweig
et al., Urban Data Science for Global Climate Solutions
by Felix Creutzig et al., and Towards a Novel Assessment
Framework for Cities and Climate Change William Solecki
et al. that may be of interest to IAUC members.
Also featured was presentation of the recent commenttary in Nature by Bai et al. ‘Six research priorities for cities
and climate change’. Among the priorities are calls for devveloping remote sensing methodologies for monitoring
dense urban fabrics, a global network of ‘urban observattories, better understanding of climate interactions, incorpporation of cities in climate modeling, and knowledge on
“how urban morphologies, building materials and human
activities affect atmospheric circulation, heat and light raddiation, urban energy and water budgets”. We are certain
that these challenges are familiar to many IAUC members,
but one of my (JV) lingering concerns from CitiesIPCC is
the extent to which the field of urban climate science has
been understood by those who have perhaps come at the
problem from a larger scale perspective. But overall, CitiiesIPCC provided us with a valuable experience as urban
climate scientists to participate in a conference with the
broader context of cities and climate change that will help
set the agenda for future IPCC reports and which may help
frame the important contributions that urban climate scieence can bring to this critical issue of our time.
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Upcoming Conferences...
EUROPEAN GEOSCIENCES UNION GENERAL
ASSEMBLY
Vienna, Austria • April 8–13, 2018
https://www.egu2018.eu/
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF GEOGRAPHERS
(AAG) ANNUAL MEETING
New Orleans, Louisiana USA • April 10-14, 2018
http://annualmeeting.aag.org/
RESILIENT CITIES 2018, THE 9TH GLOBAL FORUM
ON URBAN RESILIENCE AND ADAPTATION
Bonn, Germany • April 26-28, 2018
https://resilientcities2018.iclei.org

10th International Conference on Urban
Climate (ICUC10) and 14th Symposium on the
Urban Environment (SUE) of the American
Meteorological Society (AMS)
New York, USA • August 6-10, 2018
https://www.ametsoc.org/ams/index.cfm/meetingsevents/ams-meetings/10th-international-confereence-on-urban-climate-14th-symposium-on-the-urbban-environment/
EUROPEAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY ANNUAL
MEETING sssion on “Air pollution, weather
and climate and their mutual interacttions from local/urban to global scales”
Budapest, Hungary • September 3-7, 2018
https://www.ems2018.eu

SMART AND SUSTAINABLE CITIES(SSC-2018)
Moscow, Russia • May 23-26, 2018
http://ssc-conf.org/

World Forum on Urban Forests: Changing
the nature of cities
Mantua, Italy • November 28 - December 1, 2018
https://www.wfuf2018.com/

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE MANAAGEMENT OF ENERGY, CLIMATE AND AIR FOR A
SUSTAINABLE SOCIETY MECAS2018
Havana, Cuba • July 4-6, 2018
https://mecas2018.com/

PASSIVE & LOW ENERGY ARCHITECTURE (PLEA
2018): smart & Healthy within the 2o limit
Hong Kong, China • December 10-12, 2018
http://www.plea2018.org/
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Environmental Research Letters: Focus Collection

Focus on Sustainable Cities: Urban Solutions Toward Desired Outcomes
Guest Editors:
Matei Georgescu Arizona State University
Mazdak Arabi Colorado State University
Winston Chow National University of Singapore
Elizabeth Mack Michigan State University
Karen Seto Yale University
Scope
Urban sustainability research is broad, involves investtigators from traditionally disparate disciplines, and is
conducted across multiple spatial and temporal scales.
Changes in urban systems - both natural and anthropoggenic - demand assessment of urban vulnerability (e.g., inffrastructure, socioeconomic, ecological, and climatic) with
emphasis on chronic concerns (e.g., aging infrastructure)
as well as acute risks (e.g., flooding). These range from acccess to reliable, affordable and secure natural capital, to
community resilience, to socioeconomic and governing
structures and policy dimensions that accelerate the proccess of transforming solutions to actionable science. The
identification of place-specific documentation of urban
pressures through preferred outcomes, via development
of conceptual, theoretical, and modelling advances built
upon a systems framework, is a key motivation of this foccus collection.
This issue focuses on discovery of urban solutions aimed
at accelerating transition to economically, socially, and
environmentally resilient cities through integration of
desired outcomes as a research framework. These innovvations will leverage our ability to use resources more effficiently, with less waste, with governance structures in
place to distribute authority and information in an equittable and efficient manner. For example, the reduction of
the well-known Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect is in and of
itself not a desired outcome (despite the overabundance
of research specially focused on approaches that reduce
urban temperatures); however, UHI reduction methods
also result in potential energy demand decreases (with
implications for greenhouse gas emissions), improved
health through biometeorological considerations, greateer social, environmental and economic justice, which are
all examples of desired outcomes towards development
of sustainable cities.
We invite contributions from researchers that identify
integrative pathways to desired outcomes (e.g., as influeenced by infrastructure development and resource utility)
thereby characterizing the place-based pressures-outccomes relationship that fosters synergistic and innovative
urban solutions. Papers that address desired outcomes
through the following lenses are encouraged:
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Integrated assessment, planning, and management of naturral capital (land, water, and air) in urban areas
Urban water sustainability
Risk(s) from floods and climate extremes to assets and commmunities in a changing world (i.e., changes in economy, popuulation, land use, and climate)
Food-Energy-Water nexus in cities
Urban infrastructure effects on community health & livability
Pieces focused on Asian/African cities are particularly
welcome, although the geographical scope is global. We
encourage you to contact the Guest Editors (e.g., with a
working title/idea/abstract) to assess the appropriateness
of your manuscript for this collection.
Most focus collection articles are invited, but unsolicited
contributions are also encouraged. If you believe you
have a suitable research letter article in preparation please
send your pre-submission query either to the journal publlishing team at erl@iop.org or via the Guest Editors listed
above. All full articles should then be submitted using our
online submission form.
Submission process
Articles submitted to focus collections must be of the
same format and meet the same publication criteria as
regular research letter articles in ERL. They are also subject
to the same rigorous review process, high editorial standdards and quality/novelty requirements. Please read the
scope and key information page for more information beffore submitting. For more comprehensive information on
preparing your article for submission and the options for
submitting your article, please see our author guidelines.
All articles should be submitted using our online submisssion form. In the first step of the online form, under ‘Manuuscript Type’ please select ‘Focus on Sustainable Cities:
Urban Solutions Toward Desired Outcomes’ in the ‘Sellect Special Issue’ drop down box. In the ‘File Upload’ step,
please include a separate justification statement outliniing how your article satisfies the publication criteria for
this journal (see the ‘submission requirements’ section on
the scope and key information page).
Deadline for submissions
Submissions will be accepted until 28 February 2019
however submissions earlier than this date are encouraaged. ERL will publish this focus collection incrementally,
adding new articles to this webpage as and when they are
accepted for publication following peer review. Thereffore, if you submit early in the period your article will not
be held up waiting for other articles. For more info see:
http://iopscience.iop.org/journal/1748-9326/page/Susttainable-Cities
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ICUC10 in New York
City - Register Now!
The ICUC10 (http://www.icuc10.org/) will be in New
York City this year from August 6 – 10! It is less than 136
days away, and preparations are in full swing. This promiises to be another impactful conference with nearly 775
scientific papers including 433 Oral presentations. The
ICUC10 team has also confirmed five outstanding plennary speakers, who will speak in the morning plenary
session of each day. Following the plenary session each
day will be five parallel slots for Oral presentation. The
schedule will include nearly 100 talks on day 1 and day 3,
and about 80 each on other days. There will also be two
days with Poster presentations. A few invited sessions,
special theme topical sessions, and panels are being finnalized on topics that should be of broad interest to the
participants. A banquet will be hosted on the evening
of August 8 and the details will be posted on the confereence website. At this point, knowing the travel season in
New York City and the limited space that will be available
for many venues, the organizers are requesting everyone
to register for this conference as soon as possible!
Also, the organizers have received a large number of
travel support requests and they are reviewing them
in accordance with the criteria set by sponsors and the
WMO. The plan is to notify the awardees by end of March
to Mid- April. Again, due to the limited space for hotel
and accommodations; it is critical that attendees register
as soon as possible to secure a room. All information reggarding international travel, hotel, accommodations, and
local transport can be found on the conference website
http://www.icuc10.org/ and https://www.ametsoc.org/
ams/index.cfm/meetings-events/ams-meetings/10th-intternational-conference-on-urban-climate-14th-sympossium-on-the-urban-environment/.

Some helpful links:
Conference webpage:
https://www.ametsoc.org/ams/index.cfm/meetingsevents/ams-meetings/10th-international-conferenceon-urban-climate-14th-symposium-on-the-urban-envirronment/
Location information:
https://www.ametsoc.org/ams/index.cfm/meetingsevents/ams-meetings/10th-international-conferenceon-urban-climate-14th-symposium-on-the-urban-envirronment/location/
Accommodations information:
https://www.ametsoc.org/ams/index.cfm/meetingsevents/ams-meetings/10th-international-conferenceon-urban-climate-14th-symposium-on-the-urban-envirronment/accommodations/
Visa information:
h t t p s : / / w w w. a m e t s o c . o r g / a m s / i n d e x . c f m /
m e e t i n g s - e ve nt s / a m s - m e e t i n g s / 1 0 t h - i nte r n attional-conference-on-urban-climate-14th-sympossium-on-the-urban-environment/visa-information-forinternational-attendees/
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IAUC Board
Call for proposals for next ICUC meeting (ICUC-11)
The International Association for Urban Climate (IAUC)
(http://www.urban-climate.org) organizes an international
conference on urban climatology at regular intervals. This year
the International Conference on Urban Climate, ICUC-10 will
be held jointly with the 14th AMS Symposium on the Urban
Environment in New York City, USA from August 6-10, 2018:
https://www.ametsoc.org/ams/index.cfm/meetings-events/
ams-meetings/10th-international-conference-on-urban-climmate-14th-symposium-on-the-urban-environment/
ICUC-10 is the continuation of a series of similar confereences starting in Kyoto, Japan in 1989, followed by those in
Dhaka, Bangladesh in 1993, Essen, Germany in 1996, Sydney,
Australia in 1999, Lodz, Poland in 2003, Göteborg, Sweden in
2006, Yokohama, Japan in 2009, Dublin, Ireland in 2012 and
Toulouse, France in 2015. The success of this series helped to
create a cohesive international community of urban climattologists. The aims of these conferences are to provide an
international forum where the world’s urban climatologists
can meet to showcase and discuss modern developments in
research, and the application of climatic knowledge to the
design and management of cities. They cater to the interests
of a diverse community of meteorologists, climatologists, hyddrologists, ecologists, engineers, architects, urban planners
and others interested in these topics.
We would like to start the process to identify the location
and host of the next ICUC meeting which will probably be
held in 2021. While the IAUC welcomes expressions of intereest from all parties, we strive to maintain a geographical and
climatological balance among host cities for this series. As
such, the IAUC encourages applicants from regions that have
been underrepresented among the list of recent host cities
(e.g., tropical and subtropical Asian cities).
As a first step we invite ‘expressions of interest’ from
those interested in hosting the next ICUC.  The expresssion of interest should be brief (~1 page) and should indiccate the proposed location (city, country), organizer’s name,
institutional affiliation(s) and the likely time frame for the
conference.  This information can be submitted as an email
to the Secretary of the IAUC, David Sailor (dsailor@asu.edu)
by April 15, 2018.  
We will share all the expressions of interest received with all
those who make a submission and with the IAUC Board. The
purpose of sharing the expressions of interest is to streamline
the process and to allow collaborations/discussion around
the bids from those interested in hosting ICUC-11.  We will
subsequently (within about 2-3 weeks) then ask submitters
to confirm their intent to submit a full proposal.
For those who wish to submit a full proposal (due 15
June), we ask that the proposal be less than 8 pages long
(single spaced, 11pt font) and include the following sections:  
1. Location for conference. This section should discuss the
location and facilities available. Indicate why the proposed
location is a good choice for an ICUC conference. Please
also indicate hotels, distance between hotels and confereence venue, summary details of available meeting rooms,
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and availability of inexpensive housing options (e.g., for
students). In this section please also discuss opportunities
for social activities, tours, and local attractions that might
be of interest to conference participants and their guests.
2. Proposed timing of conference. This should be a short
section discussing the likely time frame for the conference,
including one or more alternatives. A brief discussion of
the benefits of the proposed timing is desired.
3. Proposed registration or other fees. Provide an initial
estimate of the proposed fees for the conference (in USD)
based on current prices. Also discuss how surpluses or
deficits are to be handled.  Budgets should assume 500
– 600 participants (with about 1/3 of the attendees being
students); please indicate what the registration fee would
cover.  The IAUC intends for ICUC to break even; this may
require organizers to budget for a small surplus.  Confereence organizers are responsible for any losses.   
4. Preprints and proceedings. Discuss whether there will
be a preprint volume or conference proceedings and the
mode of dissemination (e.g. electronic and/or printed).
5. Institutional / private / government support. Indicate
whether there is institutional support for holding the confference at this location. This might include suggestions for
a joint conference with another society or organization
and access to suitable persons/organization to form a loccal organizing committee.  
6. Familiarity with IAUC and ICUC. Please indicate whether
the organizers have attended previous ICUC and/or are fammiliar with the objectives of IAUC.  
Organizers of the last 3 ICUC conferences are listed below
for reference:
• G. Mills, Ireland (gerald.mills@ucd.ie) (ICUC-8)
• A. Lemonsu and V. Masson, France (aude.lemonsu@metteo.fr, valery.masson@meteo.fr) (ICUC-9)
• J. Gonzalez and D. Niyogi, USA (jgonzalezcruz@ccny.cuny.
edu, dniyogi@purdue.edu)  
These individuals can provide insight into the necessary
financial and institutional support that is needed to run a
successful conference. It must be appreciated that IAUC, as a
‘dues-free’ organization, has limited financial means; its main
resource is the goodwill and enthusiasm of its members and
the knowledge that designated ICUC meetings attract the
best of the international urban climate community, and that
our past success has created mutually beneficial inter-organizzational linkages.
Full proposals should be submitted in electronic format
to David Sailor (dsailor@asu.edu) by 15 June 2018. We will
have initial evaluations with the Board of the IAUC and then
ask finalists to prepare a presentation for the Board Meeting
at ICUC-10. If you have any queries or would like to see what a
full previous proposal looked like please contact David Sailor.
Applicants for ICUC-11 should be prepared to present their
proposal to the IAUC Board on the afternoon of Sunday Aug
5th (the day before the start of ICUC-10).
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IAUC Board
Call for Luke Howard Award nominations
Dear Members,
I am pleased to announce the call for nominations to the ‘Luke
Howard Award for Outstanding Contributions to the Field of
Urban Climatology.’ The Luke Howard Award may be given annnually to an individual who has made outstanding contributions
to the field of urban climatology in a combination of research,
teaching, and/or service to the international community of urban
climatologists.
IAUC members are requested to nominate suitable candidates
for the Luke Howard Award. The person making the nomination
will act as the coordinator to put together a nomination package
(including a CV of the nominee and three letters of recommenddation). Self-nominations are not permitted and current Awards
Committee members cannot be evaluated. Submit complete
nomination packets (single electronic submission) to the Awards
Committee Chair, Dr. Nigel Tapper: nigel.tapper@monash.edu
Luke Howard Award Nomination Process:
1. Inform the Chair of the IAUC Awards Committee of the intent
to nominate an individual. The intent to nominate should be
communicated via email to the Awards Committee Chair by
20 April, 2018.
2. Nomination materials should be collected by a nomination cooordinator (i.e. the person notifying the Chair of the IAUC Awards
Committee that a particular person will be nominated);
3. The coordinator should collect the following documentation:
a) a five page candidate CV
b) three letters of recommendation from IAUC members from
at least two different countries, two pages in length.
4. Complete packages should reach the Chair by 25 May, 2018.
Nominations will be active for three years, and updated informmation may be submitted for consideration in the second and
third years.
The IAUC Awards committee will recommend the name of a
recipient for consideration and approval by the IAUC Board.
The list of previous winners can be seen at: http://www.urbanclimate.org/awards/the-luke-howard-award/
Nominations should reach the Awards Committee Chair (Dr.
Nigel Tapper, email above) by 25 May, 2018.
Thank you,
Nigel Tapper, IAUC Awards Committe Chair

IAUC Board Members & Terms
• Gerald Mills (UCD, Dublin, Ireland): 2007-2011; President,
2009-2013; Past President, 2014-2018 (nv)
• James Voogt (University of Western Ontario, Canada), 20002006; Webmaster 2007-2013; President, 2014-2018
• Rohinton Emmanuel (Glasgow Caledonian University, UK):
2006-2010; Secretary, 2009-2013; Past Secretary 2014-2018
(nv)
• David Pearlmutter (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Isrrael): Newsletter Editor, 2009-*
• Aude Lemonsu (CNRS, France): 2010-2014; ICUC-9 Local Orgganizer, 2013-2018 (nv)
• David Sailor (Arizona State University, USA): 2011-2015; Secrretary, 2014-2018
• Alexander Baklanov (University of Copenhagen): 20132017
• Valéry Masson (Météo France, France): ICUC-9 Local Organnizer, 2013-2018 (nv)
• Fei Chen (NCAR, USA): 2014-2018
• Edward Ng (Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong):
2014-2018
• Nigel Tapper (Monash University, Australia): 2014-2018
• Aya Hagishima (Kyushu University, Japan): 2015-2019
• Jorge Gonzales (CUNY, USA): ICUC-10 Local Organizer, 20162021
• Dev Niyogi (Purdue University, USA): ICUC-10 Local Organnizer, 2016-2021
• R. Leena Jarvi (University of Helsinki, Finland): 2016-2020
• Ariane Middel (Arizona State University, USA): 2016-2020
* appointed members
nv = non-voting
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The next edition of Urban Climate News will appear in late
June. Contributions for the upcoming issue are welcome,
and should be submitted by May 31, 2018 to the relevant
editor.
Submissions should be concise and accessible to a wide
audience. The articles in this Newsletter are unrefereed,
and their appearance does not constitute formal publicattion; they should not be used or cited otherwise.
Bibliography: Matthias Demuzere and BibCom members
matthias.demuzere@ugent.be
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